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ABSTRACT
In traditional internal combustion engines, a camshaft acts on the valve stems to open and
close the valves. Valve timing is fixed relative to piston position. On the other hand, if a
valve is flexibly controlled by a variable valve actuation (VVA) system, we can achieve
significant inlprovements in fuel efficiency, engine performance, and emissions. One of
the most advanced variable valve actuation systems is the VVA operated by an
electromechanical actuator without a camshaft, the so-called bi-positional
electromechanical valve drive (EMVD). Existing EMVDs characteristically use a spring
to provide the required mechanical power for operating a valve. The use of a spring
provides many benefits to the design of the system, but it also results in difficult design
challenges. The large holding force against the spring at the ends of the stroke suggests
the use of a normal-force electromagnetic actuator, which, from a servomechanical point
of view, is considerably inferior to a shear-force actuator. Furthermore, the large holding
force generates a large jerk at the beginning and the end of a stroke and makes it difficult
to achieve soft valve landing. An innovative electromechanical valve drive (EMVD)
design is proposed, which incorporates a nonlinear mechanical transformer and a shear-
force actuator. This allows not only fast but also smooth valve motion, almost zero
seating velocity, zero holding power, and improved control with acceptable electric
power. This proposed concept is modeled, analyzed, simulated, designed, and
implemented. Experimental results show the beneficial features of the promising
proposed concept.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Brief Background and Motivation
In internal combustion engines, variable valve actuation (VVA) systems offer a flexible
valve profile and may significantly improve fuel efficiency, engine performance, and
emissions cOlmpared with conventional, fixed profile valvetrains [1], [2], [3]. One of the
most advanced VVA systems is the electromechanical valve drive (EMVD), an
electrically actuated, camless VVA which can flexibly control the duration, phase, and
lift of a valve profile. The EMVD is expected to become a more viable candidate for
future VVA systems with the advent of 42 V automotive electrical systems. Arguably,
the most difficult challenge for existing EMVDs is achieving soft valve landing within
acceptable power consumption limits, especially while counteracting gas forces.
1.2 Thesis Objectives and Contributions
The objectives of this thesis are:
• To propose an innovative EMVD design which solves the technical problems of
existing EMVDs.
• To design and construct an experimental apparatus which demonstrates the basic
operation of the proposed concept.
• To confirm the benefits of the proposed design with experimental results.
In this thesis, an EMVD incorporating a nonlinear mechanical transformer (NTF) is
proposed. The mechanical transformer introduces an effective nonlinear spring or inertia
into the otherwise linear valve mechanics, generating a smooth valve acceleration curve
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and soft valve landing. The NTF, moreover, improves control performance by allowing
the use of a single bi-directional shear-force electromagnetic actuator instead of two uni-
directional normal-force electromagnetic actuators. The design proposed in this thesis
exhibits low driving current and near zero holding current, and consumes less power than
other EMVDs. It tolerates kinematic overshoot in the actuator, allowing fast actuator rise
times, which improves overall system response speed. The valve seating velocity is
almost zero -- without brute-force actuator effort - as long as the mechanical compliance
across the NTF is negligible.
The proposed EMVD system is mathematically modeled, analyzed, and simulated. To
demonstrate the feasibility of the NTF concept, an experimental apparatus is designed
and constructed. The performance of the NTF-based EMVD is confirmed with test
results.
The major contributions of the thesis are:
• Proposal of an innovative EMVD incorporating an NTF.
• Mathematical modeling, analysis, and simulation of the EMVD.
• Design and construction of an experimental apparatus.
• Design of controllers for the initial, holding, and transition modes of valve motion.
• Measurements and characterization of the experimental apparatus.
• Conceptual design of a lash-adjustment device and a lift-control mechanism.
• OptirrLization of the NTF to minimize actuator size.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The thesis has three major parts:
• Proposal of an innovative EMVD.
• A report of the design and construction of the experimental EMVD apparatus.
• Experimental results from the prototype system.
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In the first part, Chapter 2 describes the technical issues of valvetrains and the benefits of
VVA systems. Chapter 3 describes existing EMVD designs and details of their technical
problems. To address the main technical challenges of experimental systems, Chapter 4
proposes the incorporation of an NTF in the EMVD and shows the results of simulating
the novel design.
In the second major division, a description of the design and construction of an
experimental EMVD apparatus is presented in four chapters:
• Systeln requirements and design considerations (Chapter 5).
• Electrical and mechanical components and subsystems (Chapters 6 and 7).
• Operation and control (Chapter 8).
Chapter 9 describes experimental results which confirm the benefits of the NTF concept.
Chapter 10 introduces the conceptual design of a lash-adjustment device, a description of
a lift-control mechanism, and the optimization of the NTF for minimized actuator torque.
Finally, Chapter 11 presents conclusions and suggests topics for further research.
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2 Background
This chapter describes the background of conventional valvetrains and variable valve
actuation systems. This fundamental background is useful for the design of an
electromechanical valve drive (EMVD).
2.1 Conventional Valvetrains
An internal combustion engine converts chemical fuel energy to mechanical energy. This
section explains the operation of the engine, and in particular, the function of the
valvetrain. Also discussed are technical issues such as valve kinematics, gas forces, and
valvetrain po'wer consumption.
Fig. 2.1 ShO~IS the structure of an internal combustion engine [4]. A piston is connected
to a crankshaft through a connecting rod, and the crankshaft is connected to a camshaft
through a belt. As the piston moves up and down, the crankshaft and the camshaft rotate.
As the camshaft rotates, intake and exhaust valves open and close and enable the
exchange of gases in the cylinder. The intake valve controls the opening and closing of
the air-fuel rnixture flow channel, and the exhaust valve controls the exhaust gases flow
channel. In conventional valvetrain systems, the intake and exhaust valves' opening and
closing is geometrically fixed relative to the camshaft angle, the crankshaft angle, and the
piston position.
Internal combustion engines usually operate on a four-stroke cycle: an intake stroke, a
compression stroke, a power stroke, and an exhaust stroke. Fig. 2.2 shows a 4 stroke
cycle and corresponding valve controls [4]. During the intake stroke, an intake valve
opens, and the piston moves down. So, the stroke provides a fresh air-fuel mixture flow
through the intake valve using a pressure difference. During the compression stroke, both
9
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valves are closed, and the air-fuel mixture is compressed as the piston moves up. Near the
end of the stroke, an electrical discharge across the spark plug starts the combustion
process, and the cylinder pressure rises rapidly. During the power stroke, the high
pressure and high temperature gases push down the piston and deliver power to the
crankshaft. 1\fear the end of the power stroke, the exhaust valve opens so that burned
gases may exit the cylinder using a pressure difference. The exhaust valve stays open
during the exhaust stroke, in which the piston rises and expels burned gas from the
cylinder. During two rotations of the crankshaft, intake and exhaust cams perform one
cycle of opening and closing. Therefore, two rotations of the crankshaft correspond to
one rotation of each camshaft.
Inlet Exhaust Inlet Exhaust Inlet Exhaust Inlet Exhaust
~
Tcff- -
BclI·~oil1~1 ~~jiiiioiiiIII1_111~__~o-~_1I11
(a) Intake (b) Compression (C) Expansion (d) Exhaust
Fig. 2.2. Four stroke operating cycle [4].
Fig. 2.3 sho\vs representative valve opening and closing times of intake and exhaust
valves with respect to crankshaft angle. The opening and closing times are fixed with
respect to caJnshaft angle which generally has a fixed relationship to crankshaft angle.
The times are determined by the compromise among maximum power, fuel efficiency,
and emissions [5].
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Intake valve Exhaust valve
I
I I
I I
- ----l-----J----------- '--------------------L--' -------
I II I
: : : /: Crankshaft angleI~ /11"-EXh~ust valve open Exhaust valve
Intake valve open Intake valve closed
Fig. 2.3. Intake and exhaust valves timing [5].
The shape of a cam lobe determines valve kinematics. In particular, abrupt changes in
acceleration Gerk) in valve kinematics introduce shock loading in the valvetrain, thus
creating deflections and vibrations in linkage components [6]. To avoid excessive jerk,
the opening and closing parts of the acceleration curve need to be rounded. The transition
between the base circle and flank of the cam should be carefully designed. A ramp is
used on the opening and closing sides of the cam. Fig. 2.4 shows a cam and ramp design.
The ramp compensates for length changes in the valvetrain that result from wear or
thermal effects when solid tappets are used, or from leak down effects when hydraulic
tappets are used. Fig. 2.5 shows typical valve position, velocity and acceleration profiles
with respect to camshaft angle [7]. Two small acceleration spikes in Fig. 2.5 are due to
the transition between the cam's base circle and constant velocity ramp. Ramp velocity is
about 0.0005 in/cam angle degree for quiet valvetrain operation in passenger cars [6].
This ensures the valves' low opening and closing velocities, which are about 23 cm/s at 6
krpm engine speed. In industrial or commercial engines, where noise is not a serious
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problem, rarnp velocity may be as high at 0.0015 in/deg [6]. Another reference gives
seating velocity requirement of less than 3 cmls at an engine speed of 600 rpm and 30
cmls at 6000 rpm [8]. An electromechanical valve drive should have as smooth valve
kinematics as possible and meet the seating velocity specification.
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Fig. 2.4. A cam and ramp design.
Valves' opening and closing positions are defined as valve-lift positions of approximately
0.15 mm [4]., An approximate valve opening period based on the definition of valve's
opening and closing positions is about a third of one revolution of the camshaft, or
approximately 1200 cam angle. At 6 krpm engine speed, the crankshaft rotates at 100
(rev/s), and the camshaft rotates at 50 (rev/s). Therefore, a valve opening duration time at
6 krpm engine speed is (1201360) x (1/50) = 6.67 ms. An electromechanical valve drive
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should meet this valve opening duration time to permit operation of 6000 rpm engine
speed.
a b
0 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200
Cam lingle' J<MgJ Cern angle' (degJ
a. kJnematJc valve 11ft curve
b. kinematic velocity
c. klnematlc acceleratJon
0 50 100 150 200
c.m~'(de;J
Fig. 2.5. Valve position, velocity, and acceleration profiles [7].
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Fig. 2.6. Gas force acting on an exhaust valve at full engine speed and load [1].
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After an exhaust valve opens, the cylinder pressure drops monotonically. Fig. 2.6 shows a
gas force profile acting on an exhaust valve at maximum engine speed and full load for a
2.0 L engine [1]. The camshaft provides power to compensate for the work done against
gas force during valve opening and receives power from the gas during the closing of the
valve. The work per cycle to compensate for only the gas work is approximately 0.7 1.
The net power per exhaust valve to compensate for the gas work at 6 krpm and wide open
throttle is about 35 W. No corresponding requirement applies to intake valves, so an
electromechanical valve drive for an exhaust valve needs more power than for an intake
valve.
In a conventional spark ignition internal combustion engine, typical use of available
energy is as follows [4]: At mid-open-throttle, from total available fuel energy of 100%,
gross indicated work (the work delivered to the piston over the compression and
expansion strokes only) is 36%, consisting of brake (or useful) work of 25% and friction
work of 11 ~). The friction work of 11% consists of pumping work (the work transfer
between the piston and the cylinder gasses during the intake and exhaust strokes) of 3.5%
and mechanical friction loss of 7.5%. Friction loss in a valvetrain, including friction
losses in carrLshafts, cam followers, and valve actuation systems, is about 0.75% of the
available energy, about 10% of the mechanical loss, about 2% of the indicated work, and
about 3% of the brake work. Since a typical brake mean effective pressure (the brake
work per cycle divided by the cylinder volume displaced per cycle, bmep) is about 1000
kPa, valvetrain friction mep, 3% of the bmep, is about 30 kPa, which is almost uniform
over engine speeds. Power, P (kW) is calculated as follows:
P = bmep x N x Vd 12000, (2.1)
where bmep represents the brake mean effective pressure (kPa), N engine speed (rev/s),
Vd engine displacement (L), 2000 is the conversion factor to get P in kW. For a 2 L
engine, typical brake power is about 100 kW at 6 krpm engine speed, and the power
consumption due to valvetrain friction is 3 kW at 6 krpm, 0.75 kW at 1.5 krpm [4]. The
valvetrain friction can be reduced by 50% by using roller cams [4]. It is desirable for the
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power consumption of an electromechanical valve drive to be comparable to that of a
conventional valvetrain with roller cams, i.e., 1.5 kW.
2.2 Benefits of Variable Valve Actuation Systems
In conventional valvetrains, valve opening/closing timing, speed, and lift are fixed
geometrically relative to camshaft angle. Timing and lift are a compromise among fuel
efficiency, performance, and emission. On the other hand, we can improve fuel efficiency
by 15-20% or more over a driving cycle, torque by 5-13% or more, depending on engine
speeds, and t~missions significantly with a fully flexible variable valve actuation system
that can adjust phase, duration and lift independently and flexibly [1], [2], [3]. The
greater the flexibility which can be incorporated in the valvetrain, the greater the benefits
that can be achieved. This section defines a variable valve actuation system and discusses
its potential benefits.
A variable valve actuation (VVA) system is a device to control a valve's opening profile.
The profile is characterized by duration, phase, lift, and opening/closing speed, as shown
in Fig. 2.7. Duration is the length of the time or the range of angle during which a valve is
open, as sho'vvn in Fig. 2.7 (a). Phase is a shift with respect to crankshaft angle of the
valve's opening profile, as shown in Fig. 2.7 (b). In industry, control of the valve's phase
is generally referred to as variable valve timing (VVT). In this document, we use the term
to refer to variable phase, variable duration, or both. Lift defines the height of the valve
profile as in Fig. 2.7 (c). Both valve timing and lift control are desired according to
engine operating conditions. Detailed operating conditions will be explained with
corresponding benefits later in this section. A valve's opening/closing speed is defined as
the opening/closing speed of a valve profile, namely full lift divided by transition time
when the valve opens and closes, respectively. Fig. 2.7 (d) shows profile shapes having
different opening/closing speeds. In general, a faster opening and closing speed is useful
in order to control gas exchanges more precisely. In particular, a faster opening/closing
speed is desired at high engine speeds to achieve better volumetric efficiency and higher
torque [2].
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For intake valves at high engine speeds, sufficient lift is desired in order to achieve
cylinder filling and high power. On the other end, at low engine speeds, small lift is
desired in order to increase air velocity as it passes through the valve, which leads to a
faster bum rate, and improved idle quality [2]. Flexible lift control of the intake valve can
be used as a throttling means or even as a means of deactivating valves/cylinders to
improve fuel efficiency.
(d)(c)
(2)
(3)~tcL.
(a) (b)
I I
Lift tn.!tn. 1(1) : :
I
I
I I..-.-""""--__~.....
Crank angle
Fig. 2.7. Characteristics ofa valve's opening profile.
(a1) baseline (a2) increased duration (a3) decreased duration
(b1) baseline (b2) retarded phase (b3) advanced phase
(c1) baseline (c2) reduced lift (c3) further reduced lift
(d1) baseline (d2) faster valve actuation (d3) slower valve actuation
Fig. 2.8 sho\vs one proposal for optimal valve timing for an engine to achieve better
performance, fuel efficiency, and emission [9]. Optimal valve timing depends on engine
speeds and loads and other operating conditions. In Fig 2.8, an exhaust valve is opened at
70° BBDC (before bottom dead center) at high engine speeds to provide sufficient time
for discharging of the burned gas, at 45° BBDC at low engine speeds, and is closed at 15°
ATDC (after top dead center) at high engine speeds to reduce residual gas, and at 15°
BTDC (before top dead center) at low engine speeds to reduce HC, Nox. Therefore, the
recommended timing for an exhaust valve, at low engine speeds, has an opening duration
of 210° crankshaft angle, but at high engine speed, an opening duration of 265° is
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required. Note that the higher duration of high speed independent of load provides some
relief in transition time requirement relative to static timing. In particular, 265 0 crankshaft
angle at 6000 rpm engine speed requires 7.36 ms duration time, so a 3.68ms opening
transition followed immediately by a 3.68 ms closing transient, should permit operation
at this speed" an the other hand, at low speeds and load, an intake valve is desired to
open at 25 0 BTDC and to close at 53 0 ABDC (after bottom dead center) in order to
achieve high torque, and at 700 ABDC at a high engine speed in order to get a higher
maximum power. Consequently, for the intake valve, opening durations of 258 0
crankshaft angles at low engine speed and high load and 275 0 crankshaft angles for all
other cases are desired.
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Fig. 2.8. A valve timing strategy [9].
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If the valve open-duration and overlap can be optimized as a function of engine speed,
pumping losses are minimized, and volumetric efficiency is improved [3]. It has been
reported that a net fuel efficiency gain (gas mileage) of up to 15% over a typical driving
cycle was achieved over a conventional valvetrain system [3]. Fuel efficiency can also be
improved by variable engine displacement. The most efficient and most common form of
variable engine displacement is to cut off all flow in and out of the inactive cylinders.
With half the cylinders disabled, fuel efficiency is improved by 25% at low speed cruise
and 40% at idle speed [2], [3]. Unequal lifts of paired valves can provide a variety of in-
cylinder charge swirls and improve fuel efficiency by up to 30/0 in addition to better
combustion stability, improved idle quality and lower emissions [2]. Also, reduced intake
valve lift at low engine speeds increases inlet air velocity and reduces fuel consumption
by 8-9% [2]. It is predicted that average fuel efficiency gain over a conventional
valvetrain system of up to 20% or higher is possible, using combined variable valve
timing, variable engine displacement, and intake valve throttling [3].
VVT can broaden the maximum torque vs. speed curve. Torque can be increased by 5-
13% at low engine speeds and up to 23% at high engine speeds [10]. The torque increase
results from the reduction of pumping losses and the increase of volumetric efficiency.
Engine torque is largely determined by the amount of fuel delivered to and efficiently
burned in each cylinder. The fuel charge can be changed rapidly from idle load to full
load by an electronic fuel injection system in a conventional valvetrain. However, the air
charge required to bum the fuel cannot be varied as rapidly as the fuel charge. Intake
valve timing control does not need the throttle plate, and there is no delay in filling the
intake manifold. Therefore, the intake valve timing control can change the air charge
rapidly to match the fast response capability of the electronic fuel injection system. In
principle, an engine employing the intake valve throttling can run at idle in one cycle and
switch to full load in the very next cycle, while maintaining a proper air-to-fuel ratio.
This improves the transient response of an engine [2].
VVA systems can reduce emissions by controlling the fraction of residual gases retained
in a cylinder. An increase of the residual fraction reduces combustion temperature, and
thereby directly reduces NOx emissions. A NOx reduction of 91 % at a residual fraction
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of 290/0 has been reported [3]. An increase of the residual fraction also reduces
hydrocarbons (He) emissions if the residual is a final portion of the gases that would
otherwise leave the cylinder, which has the highest unburned HC concentration.
However, the reduction of combustion temperature and mixture dilution tend to offset
this effect, and HC emissions start increasing if the residual fraction is too large. HC
emissions almost always increase as the residual fraction increases if the retained gases
are not the last portion of the gases that would otherwise leave the cylinder. An effective
way to decrease HC emissions even with the increased residual fraction is to advance
exhaust valve closing, and to assure that the retained portion is the last portion leaving the
cylinder [3]. The fuel efficiency improvement of a VVA system reduces emissions
directly by reducing the consumed fuel and by burning the fuel more completely.
Variable engine displacement affects emissions as well. Changing the number of
cylinders frorn 8 to 4 reduces HC by 40% and CO by 47% at idle, and HC by 12.5% and
CO by 45% at road load [3]. Adjusting the exhaust valve's closing timing and the intake
valve's corresponding opening timing, that is, controlling valve overlap, can minimize
residual gas quantity and contribute to better idle stability [2].
VVA systems can improve engine braking by increasing pumping losses when braking is
desired [3]. To perform a dynamic braking function, exhaust valves and fuel injectors
may be deactivated while intake valves are open during each piston down-stroke [2].
Instead of being dumped into the atmosphere, the compressed air can be pumped into a
reservoir and then used for engine supercharging when the vehicle is accelerated. This
provides a regenerative braking function, and further improves fuel efficiency.
There are other potential benefits of fully flexible variable valve actuation systems. An
EMVD could eliminate the heavy and complicated mechanical components such as
camshafts, timing chains, etc., which take up a lot of space on the top of a conventional
cylinder head [11]. As a result, the height and weight for the EMVD could be lower than
those for the case of cam-driven conventional valvetrains [11]. Also, all valves can be
opened at the beginning of engine start-up, relieving compression and greatly reducing
the crank torque needed [2], so that a smaller battery and starter motor could be used
[11]. In fact, the peak power of the starter motor might be close to that of the alternator,
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so that a combined starter/alternator might become feasible [11]. When combined with
direct fuel injection, an EMVD may be able to start an engine statically. If the static
starting should prove feasible, the battery could be designed for energy storage only, not
for cranking power, and its size and weight could be reduced [11].
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3 Motivation
Owing to the benefits of VVA systems mentioned in the previous chapter, various VVA
designs have been introduced into some production vehicles. In this chapter, some of
these VVA systems are described. In addition, the operating principle of an EMVD
having two normal-force actuators, which is one of the most advanced types ofEMVD, is
described. Technical issues and/or problems of this EMVD are discussed and provide the
motivation for the proposal of a new EMVD in this thesis.
3.1 Previous VVA Designs
There are many different types of VVAs. Benefits of each VVA depend on its design and
functions. References [12] and [13] classify VVAs and briefly evaluate those functions
and benefits. Among the VVAs, the variable cam phasing (VCP) and cam profile
switching (CPS) types are the most popular owing to their simplicity and significant
benefits. These types will be briefly explained. After that, some existing EMVDs are
described including the normal-force actuator based EMVD.
A VCP type VVA system can shift a valve position profile with respect to time, as shown
in Fig. 2.7 (b). The intake and exhaust camshafts rotate with relative and/or absolute
shifts, which are controlled by the actuation system. VCP VVAs control only cam
phasing, not duration or lift. Several car manufacturers have employed this approach in
production already [14], [15], [16].
Another popular system is the CPS type VVA, which switches among sets of pre-
determined cam profiles. The cam profiles can have discrete steps or be continuously
variable. Fig. 3.1 shows a two-step CPS and a continuously variable CPS, respectively.
Honda's early VTEC engines use a two-step CPS VVA [17], and Fiat engines use a
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continuously variable CPS VVA [18]. A CPS VVA provides not only duration and phase
control functions but also a lift control function. However, these functions are not
independent, and flexibility is limited. Since lift control is not necessary for the exhaust
camshaft, except for the purpose of a variable engine displacement function, a CPS
approach is usually applied to the intake camshaft only. A two-step CPS is simple and
practical. A continuously variable CPS VVA gives more flexible valve profiles, which
even enables intake valve throttling.
Valve
profile
Stepped
variable lift
Valve
profile
Exhaust valve
Exhaust valve
(a)
(b)
Intake valve
Intake valve
Time
Continuously
variable lift
Time
Fig. 3.1. A valve profile of a cam profile switching (CPS) type VVA
systenl: (a) two step type and (b) continuously variable type.
A combined VCP and CPS VVA is the most advanced design in production. BMW's
mechanical Valvetronic™ VVA system uses a continuously variable CPS for the intake
valve in addition to VCP VVAs for the intake and exhaust camshafts [19]. This design
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offers independent phase control for the intake and exhaust camshafts and combined lift
and duration control for the intake camshaft. Lift and duration controls are interdependent.
Variable engine displacement is not available with this mechanism, and independent
control of each valve is not possible.
One of the most advanced VVAs is the EMVD. Electropneumatic, electrohydraulic, and
electromagnetic actuators have been considered as candidates for an EMVD actuation
system. An electropneumatic actuator inherently has a relatively large compliance and a
smaller dynamic bandwidth compared to other actuators [20]. An electrohydaulic
actuator is complex due to the employment of an hydraulic system [2]. An EMVD
employing two normal-force actuators (electromagnets) and one or more springs has been
considered a viable candidate for future VVA systems owing to its simple structure and
design [21], [22]. All of the EMVDs mentioned above use springs as a regenerative
means to save power. Details of the two normal-force actuator based EMVD designs will
be discussed in the next section.
Another interesting design is OM's rotary motor type EMVD [8], which uses inertia
instead of springs as the regenerative device. The design needs power to provide VVA
functions in addition to power to compensate for external forces and losses, and the
flexibility of this design is limited in practice. For example, at high engine speeds, it is
very hard to change valve profiles from base profiles for duration and/or lift control due
to power limitations [8].
3.2 Normal-Force Actuator Based EMVD Design
The most viable EMVD candidate demonstrated to date is the normal-force actuator
based electromechanical valve drive (NFEMVD) having two normal-force
(electromagnet) actuators and one or more springs [21]-[30]. This design can offer both
fully flexible duration and phase control, and limited lift control. However, it is difficult
to provide fully flexible lift control in practice, but easy to position a valve at the two
extreme positions (fully open and closed). In other words, valve/cylinder deactivation is
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practical. This design is expected to become a more viable candidate for future VVA
systems owing to the advent of 42 V automotive electrical systems [11], [19], [25], [28].
This section explains the operation of this design.
Several companies have developed prototype NFEMVDs. These include FEV [21], [22],
[24], BMW [19], [25], GM [23], Renault [26], [27], Siemens [28], [29], and Aura [30].
Fig. 3.2 sho~rs a schematic view of an NFEMV. In exploring fully flexible VVAs, people
have frequently used the NFEMVD as a basis for contrast and comparison.
Spring ---.
Spring -----l~
~~:;:;:::;J
Normal-force
electromagnetic
actuators
Valve head -. £-- ..... -.t Stroke
Fig. 3.2. Schematic view of a normal-force electromechanical
valve drive (NFEMVD, one of the previously proposed EMVDs).
Basically, all of the reported NFEMVDs have the same fundamental operating principle,
illustrated in Fig. 3.2. This basic design consists of a valve, one or more springs, and two
electromechanical actuators. In this EMVD, normal-force electromagnetic actuators are
used. These actuators have the following properties: the force is uni-directional in the
direction of decreasing magnetic gap. In the absence of saturation, the force is
proportional to the square of the actuator current, and is a decreasing function of gap
(approximately l/gap). The zero-force position for the spring (or system of springs) is the
midpoint of the valve stroke. Fig. 3.3 shows the spring and electromagnet forces with
respect to stroke at constant currents.
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Fig. 3.3. Two electromagnet forces and spring force with respect to stroke.
The NFEMVD operates in three modes: initial, holding, and transition. The initial mode
moves the valve from the middle of the stroke to the end of the stroke at start up. A way
to traverse this mode with little force is to excite the system at its natural frequency until
the amplitude of the valve displacement reaches the fully open or closed position. As
soon as the valve is within a pre-determined distance from the end of the stroke, feedback
control is employed to move the valve to the end and complete the initial mode. With
minimal holding current, the valve is then held at its extreme positions. This is the
holding mode.
The transition mode moves the valve from one end of the stroke to the other. This mode
can be easily understood. Suppose we hold the valve at a non-equilibrium position at one
end of the stroke by using, for example, the upper normal-force actuator in Fig. 3.2. Now
let the valve be instantly released. The valve is accelerated by the springs. Neglecting
friction, gravity and gas force, it flies freely beyond the equilibrium position until it
reaches the opposite end of the stroke. The valve comes naturally to a stop at the lower
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end of the stroke. The lower actuator is then turned on, holding the valve in this position
and completing the transition. The process is depicted in Fig. 3.4.
Valve position
w.---------3ll~iL--------1t_- Valve velocity
Valve acceleration
Fig. 3.4. Free flight dynamics of an idealized bi-positional
electromechanical valve drive (EMVD).
Note that in the idealized action described above, the actuators do no work because they
apply force only when the valve has zero velocity. From a thermodynamic point of view,
the power consumed in the EMVD is limited to the mechanical and electrical loss in the
system and the power to compensate for external disturbances such as gas force acting on
the valves.
The valve system spends virtually all of its time in either the fully open or fully closed
position. The transition between the two positions is swift and occurs in large measure
independent of the electromechanical actuators. In this sense, we would like to call this
design a bi-positional EMVD.
In this mechanism, the spring plays an important role. The idealized operation described
above requires huge inertial power (inertial force times velocity), on the order of 2 or 3
kW per valve. The springs supply this inertial power to accelerate the valve during the
first half of the stroke and absorb the inertial power during deceleration. The power
absorbed during the second half of the stroke is not dissipated, but stored in the springs
for use in the next cycle. If the springs were not used, the actuator would need to supply
this inertial power. Even at a relatively optimistic 80% efficiency, the losses would be
troubling. Instead, the springs automatically regenerate the inertial energy at high
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efficiency. It is this automatic regeneration which makes the NFEMVD such a strong
candidate for an EMVD.
The spring stiffness and moving mass determine the natural frequency of the EMVD.
Half of the inverse of the natural frequency should be the transition time, which is the
time for the moving mass to travel from one end of the stroke to the other, more
specifically, from 2% of full stroke to 98% of full stroke, or vice versa. The transition
time should be no longer than approximately 3-4 ms, half of the valve opening time in a
conventional valvetrain at maximum engine speed (6 krpm). Once the EMVD meets this
requirement, it can easily offer fully flexible phase and duration controls by combining
holding and transition modes in time. In addition, it provides faster valve opening/closing
speed at low or mid engine speed and enables more precise control of gas exchanges.
Moreover, a valve/cylinder deactivation function is available to enable variable
displacement. A limited lift control function can also be implemented. Since lift control is
limited, intake valve throttling could be performed with duration control. However, this
might deteriorate combustion stability at low engine speeds because the speed of the air-
fuel mixture becomes slow compared to that of a conventional valvetrain. Valve
deactivation could improve combustion stability at low engine speeds since this can
increase the speed of the air-fuel mixture.
3.3 Technical Problems of the Normal-Force Actuator Based EMVD
Designs
There are many technical challenges in previous EMVD designs. Two of particular
importance are achieving soft landing and reducing power consumption. This section
explains these challenges in detail.
One desirable characteristic of EMVD systems is that the valves achieve soft landing;
that is, landing at the hold point with small velocity and acceleration. In previous EMVD
designs, as that in Fig. 3.2, there are two technical challenges to achieving soft landing of
a valve. First, the acceleration curve in the idealized EMVD design shown in Fig. 3.4 has
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infinite jerk (time rate of change of acceleration) not only at the end of the stroke, but at
the beginning of the stroke as well. This contrasts with the acceleration curve of a
conventional valvetrain, as shown in Fig. 3.5, which is smooth and has finite jerk [6].
Infinite jerk requires a step in holding force. If the actuators provide a step in holding
force, the reaction force where the actuator mounts to the engine experiences a step load.
This impulsive excitation is a source of acoustic noise. For the operation of a system at
high speed, it is desirable to avoid discontinuous acceleration, i.e., high values of jerk
[31 ].
." ""lII~ -.::J~ i:.;; ~--.;,:i:~.I~,::.~~I-- Valve position
Valve velocity
Valve acceleration
Camshaft angle
Fig. 3.5. Valve profile of a conventional valvetrain.
For example, the step of force at the beginning of a valve transition can be softened by
turning the actuator off slowly. If this is done, some of the spring work that in the ideal
case goes to accelerating the valve is instead converted to electrical energy. The spring
work removed at the start of the event adds to the actuator work which must be done on
the valve before the end of the stroke. An active control like this can reduce the large jerk
and generate smooth valve kinematics in order to achieve soft landing. However, the
electrical energy transfer to/from the power source results in significant power loss in
practice. In addition, any work done to overcome mechanical losses or gas forces must be
restored to the valve and spring system before the end of the stroke. If the losses are not
made up, the valve will not arrive at its destination, but will stop short and begin to move
away from the destination.
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The stiffness of the springs in the NFEMVD should be large enough to achieve a fast
transition time, resulting in a large spring force at the end of the stroke. Consequently, a
large holding force is required. Normal-force actuators as in Fig. 3.2 are well suited to the
holding function since in the closed position the actuators produce large force with small
current.
A normal-force actuator is uni-directional. Consequently, for bi-directional motion, we
need two normal-force actuators, two control channels, two actuator drives, etc., which
increases system cost and complexity. Also, control action over a stroke is limited. Only
the landing-end actuator can do work during the transition. Because this actuator is
relatively ineffective at the beginning of the stroke, most of the work that it must do will
be done in the later portion of the transition. This limited control action makes it hard to
achieve a soft landing. Moreover, the force constant of the normal-force actuator is not
uniform over a stroke. This non-uniformity is not good from a servomechanical point of
view. This is the second reason why it is hard to achieve soft landing of a valve with the
NFEMVD.
If the actuator does exactly the required work, the valve arrives at its resting place with
zero velocity. However, if the actuator does any more than the exactly required work, the
excess work will cause the valve to have non-zero velocity when it arrives at its resting
place, resulting in an impact, which can result in acoustic noise and decreased life of
colliding parts. This, then, is the fundamental control challenge of the EMVD: the
landing-end actuator needs to provide exactly enough work and no more, in a time short
compared to the transition time, while the valve is in the vicinity of its resting position.
Since the amount of energy required cannot be known precisely in advance, this
represents a substantial feedback control problem. Note that if the landing-end actuator
does too much work, and the error is detected, it is formally possible to correct that error
by use of the initiating-end actuator. But this choice, although formally possible, is
unattractive, because the actuator requires a very large current to make a meaningful
force. Because the actuator is highly inductive, very large reactive power is required to
produce a large current. Overshoot in position, velocity, and acceleration is unacceptable
in practice.
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The NFEMVD design has great features: use of a regenerative device like a spring;
holding with low holding current. But this design has technical challenges to achieve soft
landing and reduce power consumption, which motivates the proposal for a new EMVD
[32]-[35], which will be described in the following chapter.
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4 An Electromechanical Valve Drive Incorporating a
Nonlinear Mechanical Transformer
In this chapter, an EMVD design is proposed which addresses the technical challenges of
the NFEMVD presented in Chapter 3. The benefits of the novel design are presented in a
conceptual overview, and its performance predicted by mathematical modeling and
simulation.
4.1 Conceptual Design of the Proposed EMVD
A practical valve-drive design must incorporate power-saving and energy-regeneration
features to reduce actuator force requirements. An EMVD design should use springs as
the regenerative device, as in the NFEMVD, to achieve a fast bi-positional stroke with
minimal power input. A candidate design should furthermore move valves smoothly,
with low jerk, to reduce undesirable impacts and losses. A mechanical design in which
smooth actuation follows natural dynamic trajectories, and does not require large actuator
forces to enforce control, is a particularly desirable means of reducing peak actuator
power.
To understand the benefits of reduced actuator force, first consider the ideal NFEMVD
dynamics in detail. The free-flight kinematics of the valve are described by
Inertial force + Spring force = O. (4.1)
The inertia represents valve mass plus actuator inertia. If the inertial and spring forces are
linear, the force balance becomes
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(4.2)
where m and k are inertia and stiffness, respectively. The spring stiffness must be large
enough to meet a minimum transition time requirement, and the holding force must be
large enough to compensate for the large spring force at each end of the stroke. Abrupt
release of a valve from an end of the stroke results in an abrupt change of acceleration - a
large jerk - due to the large end-stroke spring force in an ideal EMVD. The NFEMVD
counteracts this jerk directly with actuator force, at the expense of large peak actuator
power.
A valve-drive design with small spring force and/or large inertial force at both ends of the
stroke, as shown in Figs. 4.1 (a) and (b), smoothes valve kinematics and reduces jerk
without large driving forces. If the reference input (i.e., the commanded valve position vs.
time) follows the natural valve trajectory, then the actuator supplies only power to correct
for losses and gas force during the valve stroke, even when the valve dynamics are
nonlinear.
Spring force
(a)
Stroke
Inertial force
(b)
Fig. 4.1. Desired characteristics of (a) spring force and (b) inertial force.
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The nonlinear characteristics of Fig. 4.1 can be realized either directly, using a nonlinear
spring and/or inertia, or indirectly, using a nonlinear transformer (NTF) to shape the
force-position relationships of the linear mechanical elements.
In the EMVD application, direct implementation of nonlinear springs or inertias seems
impractical from a case-by-case consideration of reported designs. The nonlinear disc
spring (e.g., Belleville washers [36]) of Fig. 4.2 demonstrates typical limitations. Fig. 4.2
(a) shows top and side views of the spring, and Fig. 4.2 (b) shows its force vs. stroke
relationship. Stacks of disc springs in series or parallel can realize the force-stroke
characteristic of Fig. 4.1 (a), but since a disc spring stack has a uni-directional force-
stroke relationship, two sets of stacks are required for the complete bi-directional
characteristic. The resulting structure would have undesirable impacts and losses during
operation, and is not suitable for an EMVD application.
F F
Stroke
Force
F
~-----k--------T--
•Stroke
F
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.2. A nonlinear spring. (a) Top and side views. (b) Force vs.
stroke characteristic.
An effective nonlinear spring or inertia may be implemented quite easily with an NTF.
Suppose two energy domains (domain 1 and domain 2 in Fig. 4.3) consist of a linear
spring and/or linear inertia, and are related by a nonlinear transformation. If the equation
of motion is expressed with state variables of domain 1 only, all of the components in
domain 2 can be reflected to domain 1. Consider a mass in domain 1 (mt) to be reflected
to domain 2 (m2). If the transformer is ideal and has a constant modulus, r, the
transformer satisfies the following equations.
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Similarly, the spring stiffness reflected from domain 1 (kl ) to domain 2 (k2) is
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
Since the transformer is linear, the reflected spring and/or inertia are also linear. If the
modulus is nonlinear, the reflected elements have nonlinear characteristics, and can
assume various reflected values as a function of stroke, e.g., as shown in Figs. 4.1 (a) and
(b).
Before deriving the equations of motion for EMVD designs employing an NTF, consider
first, in a general fashion, design cases which have small spring force and/or large inertia
at both ends of the valve stroke. Fig. 4.4 shows four possible EMVD design cases having
two dominant inertias (valve mass and actuator inertia), springs, and an appropriate NTF.
jj h
Energy domain 1 Transformer Energy domain 2
VI V2
Fig. 4.3. Connection of two energy domains using a transformer.
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Energy domain 1 NTF Energy domain 2
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(a)
Energy domain 1 NTF Energy domain 2
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(b)
Energy domain 1 NTF Energy domain 2
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(d)
Fig. 4.4. Four possible connection designs using a nonlinear mechanical
transformer (NTF) to achieve smooth valve kinematics.
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Assume that all inertias and springs are constant in their own domains. Fig. 4.4 (a) shows
the first case, in which the actuator inertia is in domain 1, and the valve mass and springs
are in domain 2. To represent the equation of motion using the state variables in domain 2,
reflect the actuator inertia in domain 1 to domain 2. The NTF having a small transformer
modulus (gear ratio) at both ends of the stroke makes the effective inertia - consisting of
the original inertia plus the reflected inertia -large at both ends of the stroke, resulting in
smooth free-flight kinematics. Note that the transformer modulus should be large in the
middle of the stroke to reduce transition time. The transformer is nonlinear, and its
modulus varies according to valve position as shown in Fig. 4.4 (a).
Fig. 4.4 (b) and (c) show the second design case, where springs are in domain 1, and
valve mass and actuator inertia are in domain 2. In this case, the transformer has a large
modulus at both ends of the stroke so that the spring force reflected to domain 2 is small.
Fig. 4.4 (d) shows the last design case. Actuator inertia and springs are in domain 1, and
the valve is in domain 2. The transformer again has a large modulus at both ends of the
stroke so that the reflected spring force from domain 1 to domain 2 remains small. Since
a valve moves up and down in EMVD applications, domain 1 is translational. Domain 2
can be either translational or rotational, however, depending on the actuator type.
All of the design cases mentioned above have smooth valve kinematics without large
driving force. Only those design cases with low holding current or force, however, are
suitable for an EMVD application. The design cases of Fig. 4.4 (a), (b), and (c) require
only a small holding force, and allow the use of a shear-force actuator instead of two
normal-force actuators. A shear-force actuator provides bi-directional motion even with a
single control channel, and is easier to control because its force or torque constant can be
uniform, independent of valve displacement. Design (d) of Fig. 4.4, on the other hand,
requires a large holding force since the springs and the actuator are in the same domain.
A normal-force actuator can, indeed, provide large holding force with small current as in
the NFEMVD design, but it requires two channels for bi-directional actuation. Design (d)
has a large modulus at both ends of the stroke, amplifying the reflected kinematics of
domain 1 in domain 2. A very high resolution displacement sensor is therefore required
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in domain 1, which, with the drawbacks of a normal-force actuator, make design (d)
impractical.
Designs (b) and (c) of Fig. 4.4, where both the valve and actuator are in the same domain,
is a direct-acting EMVD in which, as in the NFEMVD, actuator kinematics affect valve
kinematics directly. The direct-acting system suffers from two drawbacks. First,
overshoot in the actuator dynamics causes the valve to hit the valve seat hard as in the
NFEMVD, the prevention of which poses a severe servomechanical challenge. Second,
gas force is at a maximum when the exhaust valve starts opening at full engine speed and
load. This resistance determines the maximum torque or force required of the actuator
and oversizes the actuator relative to other designs.
Design (a) of Fig. 4.4 is not direct-acting because the actuator is not in the same domain
as the valve. Furthermore, the transformer modulus is small at both ends of the stroke,
and the reflected position errors from the actuator domain to the valve domain are small
in the valve domain. This mechanical arrangement permits the use of an inexpensive,
low-resolution position sensor in the actuator domain. If the slope of the nonlinear
transformer is almost flat at both ends of the stroke, as shown in Fig. 4.5 (a), the seating
velocity (unless there is compliance between valve kinematics and actuator kinematics)
and the holding force are almost zero. Moreover, the extended flat region of the nonlinear
transformer of Fig. 4.5 (b) allows overshoot in actuator kinematics, improving the speed
of system response. Maximum gas force occurs when an exhaust valve starts opening, but
the maximum reflected gas force/torque - approximately in the middle of the stroke -
determines the maximum actuator force/torque requirement. Peak actuator effort is
substantially less for design (a) of Fig. 4.4, which is clearly the most suitable for EMVD
applications.
There are two types of shear-force actuators: linear and rotary. Fig. 4.6 shows the EMVD
design of Fig. 4.4 (a) based on a linear shear-force actuator. In this design, a slotted cam
and roller act as an NTF. The linear motor shaft is rigidly connected to the cam, and the
roller - connected to the valve - rolls over either the top or bottom surface of the cam
slot. The cam is free to move horizontally, and the valve and roller shaft are free to move
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vertically, as constrained by the slot. Fig. 4.7 shows the EMVD design of Fig. 4.4 (a)
based on a rotary shear-force actuator, which is the proposed design here.
The benefits of this proposed EMVD over the NFEMVD can be summarized as follows:
• Smooth valve kinematics
• Low seating velocity
• Lower power consumption
• The use of a rotary shear-force actuator instead of two normal-force actuators
• Allowance of overshoot
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Fig. 4.5. Desired characteristics of a nonlinear mechanical transformer
(NTF) (a) with almost flat slope at both ends of the stroke and (b) with an
extended flat region in addition to (a).
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Fig. 4.6. A linear shear-force actuator based EMVD.
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Fig. 4.7. (a) Conceptual design of a proposed electromechanical valve drive
incorporating a rotary actuator and a nonlinear mechanical transformer (NTF);
(b) A desired characteristic of the NTF.
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Proposed EMVDs with different NTF structures are shown in Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9, and Fig.
4.10. Fig. 4.8 shows an EMVD incorporating a rotary cam with the desired nonlinear-
transformer characteristic. The motor shaft is free to rotate about its axis but is fixed in all
other directions. The rotary cam is connected to the motor axis and is free to rotate, and
the rollers are free to rotate about their axes and roll over the surfaces of the rotary cam.
The turret is connected to the roller shafts and the valve and is free to move up and down
against a linear spring force. With this mechanical configuration, the nonlinear
transformer characteristic can be designed with substantial flexibility.
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Fig. 4.8. (a) A proposed EMVD with a rotary cam as an NTF; (b) A desired
nonlinear characteristic of the NTF.
Alternatively, a disc-cam and roller can be used as an NTF, as shown in Fig. 4.9. This
simple design was proposed for the first time by Professor Kassakian. The motor shaft is
rigidly connected to the disc-cam, which has a shaped slot. A roller is connected to the
valve and rolls over either the top or bottom surface of the cam slot. The disc cam is free
to rotate with the motor shaft, to which it is connected rigidly, and the valve and roller
shaft are free to move vertically as constrained by the slot. This design is simple and
compact, but additional power is required to compensate for the losses due to the slip
between the roller surface and the disc-cam surface. There is always slip in mid-stroke
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because the rotational direction of the roller reverses at this point in each cycle. However,
this power loss is small relative to the power supplied to counteract gas force and other
friction forces. Due to its structural simplicity, we use this NTF design for the first
experimental apparatus. The conjugate disc-cam of Fig. 4.10 can reduce the slip loss
because there is no reversal of the roller rotational direction in the middle of the stroke.
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Fig. 4.9. (a) Front view of a proposed EMVD with a disk cam as an NTF; (b) Side
view of the proposed EMVD; (c) A desired nonlinear characteristic of the NTF.
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Fig. 4.10. (a) Front view ofa proposed EMVD with a conjugate disk cam as
an NTF; (b) Side view; (c) A desired nonlinear characteristic of the NTF.
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4.2 Mathematical Modeling and Analysis of the Proposed EMVD
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Fig. 4.11. A simplified bond graph model of the proposed EMVD.
Fig. 4.11 shows a bond graph model [37] of the proposed EMVD in Fig. 4.7. The
simplified equations of motion for this system are:
d 2 z dzF = mV--2 + bv-+ kz,dt dt
(4.7)
(4.8)
where i is motor current, J and mv represent inertia present in the actuator side and in the
valve side respectively, band bv represent viscous friction in each side, KT and k are the
torque constant of the rotary motor and the spring constant, respectively, To and F
represent the torque and force related by the nonlinear transformer modulus, and f) and z
are rotational and vertical displacements. Equations (4.7) and (4.8) show the torque and
force balance equations in the actuator side (e domain) and the valve side (z domain),
respectively. The variables eand z have the following relation:
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B= f(z),
dB _ df dz
dt - dz dt'
Teand F are related by:
F=Te df.
dz
(4.9)
(4.10)
Equations (4.9) and (4.10) constitute a mathematical model of the NTF, which relates the
rotational domain to the translational domain. After combining (4.7) and (4.8) with (4.9)
and (4.10) and substituting (4.9) into the combined equation, we obtain the equation of
motion in either the e or z domain. The equations of motion in the z domain can be
represented in state-equation form as follows:
(4.11 )
where Xl and X2 represent valve position and velocity, respectively, and
(4.12)
(4.13)
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Since the mechanical transformer is nonlinear, linear relationships in one domain are
nonlinear in the other.
Similarly, the equation of motion in the () domain is as follows:
dYldt = Y2'
dY2 =A(Yl'Y2) + B(Yl'Y2)i,
dt
where
{( ( J2 J 2 }A - - 1 b b dg d g dg 2 k B dg(yI' Y 2 ) - J + m (dgJ2 + v dB Y2 + ill v dB 2 dB Y 2 + g( ) dB '
v dB
and Yl and Y2 represent rotor position and velocity, respectively, and z = g(8).
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
With the NTF, we can qualitatively design the desired relation between the rotational
displacement of the motor and the translational displacement of the valve, change
effective inertia and/or stiffness, and reduce holding and driving torques. Fig. 4.7 (b)
shows a desired characteristic of the NTF, but a detailed specification of the NTF is
reserved for Chapter 7.
The use of the NTF in Fig. 4.7 (b) can increase the free-flight travel time from one end of
the stroke to the other because the acceleration at both ends of the stroke is very low. The
problem is solved by creating impulses of actuator force at both ends of the stroke.
Simulation results for the ideal free flight dynamics of the proposed EMVD both with
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and without force pulses created by applying current pulses to the actuator confirm the
benefits of this technique, as shown in Fig. 4.12.
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Fig. 4.12. (a) Free flight characteristic of the proposed EMVD (with and
without current injection); (b) associated current.
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From 0 to 5 ms, current pulses are injected at the ends of each stroke. The first pulse at
one end of the stroke is for accelerating the valve, and the second one is for keeping the
total internal energy of the system to be the same at the other end of the stroke for the
ideal case. After 5 ms, for comparison, no current pulses are applied. As expected, the
travel time is significantly reduced with the current injection technique. See Appendix
A.1 for the Matlab simulation program and parameters. Note that during transitions,
valve kinematics are extremely smooth "naturally," without large actuator exertion. The
second current pulse in each cycle does not have to be applied in practice since the first
current impulse can be used to compensate for gas and friction forces. A practical control
technique for the EMVD system with the NTF will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
The proposed EMVD performs three basic valve-profile shaping functions (initial,
transition, and holding modes). It enables fully flexible duration and phase control, and
limited lift control, as in the NFEMVD. Further details of EMVD operation will be
described in Chapter 8. Lift control could be included if a second nonlinear mechanical
transformer is added to control the amplitude of the original nonlinear transformer-
modulus curve. Details of this fully flexible EMVD design will be described in Chapter
10.
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5 System Design
This chapter describes the system-level performance specifications and design
considerations of the proposed EMVD. Simulation is used to confirm the performance of
proposed designs. Further details of the components and subsystems will be described in
Chapters 6 and 7.
5.1 System Requirements and Design Considerations
Fig. 5.1 shows a model of the proposed EMVD control system, consisting of a reference
input, external disturbances, a sensor, and the EMVD electromechanical plant. The
EMVD electromechanical plant comprises an actuator drive, an actuator, and the EMVD
mechanical plant consisting of an NTF, a valve, and springs. From a servomechanical
point of view, the EMVD must follow a commanded reference input in the presence of
external disturbances - such as gas force - within acceptable power consumption limits.
External
disturbances
Reference
position
input
Controller Actuatordrive
Sensor
Actuator MechanicalEMVD plant
Rotor
position
Fig. 5.1. A block diagram of an EMVD control system.
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There are two inputs to the proposed EMVD control system: a reference input (a desired
profile of valve-position with respect to time) and external disturbances (e.g., gas force),
both of which depend on the engine operating conditions. Important mechanical and
electrical output quantities of the EMVD control system include the valve position, from
which the valve transition time and the seating velocity are estimated, and motor voltage
and current, from which instantaneous and average actuator powers are computed.
The first step in the design of the EMVD system is to determine the natural mechanical
frequency (approximately 150 Hz, in the prototype system) which is compatible with the
maximum allowable valve transition time of 3-4 ms. This minimum natural frequency
allows the EMVD to operate at the maximum engine speed of 6000 rpm, as explained in
Chapter 2. For a given z domain inertia, comprising the reflected rotary inertia and the
total mass in the z domain, the minimum stiffness is constrained by the minimum natural
frequency. From valve mass and motor inertia, the nominal modulus of the NTF (i.e., the
full lift of the valve divided by the full rotational angle of the rotor) is chosen so that the
maximum edomain power is delivered to the z domain load in midstroke. This constraint
requires that the edomain inertia should be impedance-matched with the mass in the z
domain in the middle of the stroke. Taking account of the reflected inertia based on the
chosen modulus, the minimum spring stiffness can then be calculated.
The ideal free-flight valve kinematics of the proposed EMVD - a function of the inertia,
springs, and NTF - determines the valve transition time. The ideal smooth free-flight
trajectory of the valve is used as the reference input, which relieves the motor of any duty
except correction for losses, gas force, and control errors. The amplitude of the reference
input is the maximum lift of the valve, approximately 8 mm in the prototype apparatus.
Proper combination of holding and transition modes in the reference input provides
phase, duration, and limited lift control in the valve profile. It is difficult to find the
reference input analytically due to the nonlinearity of the NTF, but simulation easily
yields a numerical valve-profile sequence which can be experimentally refined.
The gas-force profile (gas force vs. time) depends on the valve profile and engIne
operating conditions. For simplicity, a typical gas force profile in Fig. 5.2 (a) is assumed
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for the prototype design. The reflected torque of the gas force is largest at approximately
the middle of the stroke, as shown in Fig. 5.2, since the modulus of the NTF is largest in
midstroke. The maximum reflected gas torque determines the peak motor torque, and is
an important measure of design practicality, an issue which will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 10.
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Fig. 5.2. (a) Gas force from Fig. 2.6 and (b) corresponding gas torque
reflected to the edomain.
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Before designing controllers to achieve the target valve-profile performance, we first
consider the stability of the EMVD plant in the absence of static friction. Given any
nonzero viscous friction, the plant has a stable equilibrium point in the middle of the
stroke (origin), as is easily proven by the indirect Lyapunov method [38]. If the slope of
the NTF characteristic is perfectly flat for 1812: eo, as shown in Fig. 5.3, all extreme points
for which 181 2: eo are equilibrium points. All of these points are marginally stable except
for the two points at 8 = +/- eo, since perturbation toward the origin from rest at 8 = +/- 80
results in instability. If friction forces are considered, even the equilibrium points at 8 =
+/- 80 are stable. The bistability of the proposed EMVD (i.e., the equilibrium regions at
stroke extremes) is one of its greatest benefits over the NFEMVD.
z
·····T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
AI
I
....... ~ ~,~~ ~~~~~~~~~~J~~~~~~.
-eo
«_·_·t·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·- ._._._._._._._.~._._.:;> 61
o +eo
Fig. 5.3. Equilibrium points of an NTF with an extended flat region: 61= 0; 1~2: eo.
The EMVD control is designed subject to a minimum valve transition time, a maximum
disturbance rejection, and a minimum reference-tracking error. Since the proposed
EMVD is nonlinear, it is hard to predict gas-force rejection and command-tracking
performance without simulations.
A linear controller for the proposed EMVD can be designed based on the nominal model
of the proposed EMVD, in which the transformer has a constant modulus (the full lift of
the valve divided by the full rotation angle of the rotor). This model has significant
inaccuracies at the extremes and midpoint of the valve stroke, but the controller designed
with a linear model is useful- with some ad hoc adjustments - in the nonlinear system
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since the linear model can be considered approximately an averaged model for the
extremes and midpoint just as the nominal model of the NTF can be considered
approximately an average model.
More complicated controllers can be designed directly from the nonlinear EMVD model:
a gain-adjusting linear controller, a nonlinear controller based on the feedback-
linearization technique [38], etc. Detailed designs of such controllers will be discussed in
Chapter 8.
The power consumed by the EMVD is an important measure of the practicality of a
specific design. The actuator must provide power to compensate for gas force and losses
inside the system. Since net gas force over a cycle is approximately 0.7 J, the power to
compensate the net gas force is approximately 35 W per exhaust valve at full engine
speed and load, as mentioned in Chapter 2. Further input power compensates for friction
forces, which can be approximately estimated, for simplicity, by assuming that the
transformer modulus is constant with respect to valve displacement. The equation of
motion for the system becomes:
(5.1)
where l11e, be, and ke are the effective inertia, viscous friction coefficient, and spring
constant, respectively, f is the effective actuator force, and x is the displacement. Assume
that Xi and Xa are the free-oscillation displacements (zero-input responses) during the
transition with and without friction force, respectively. In other words, Xi and Xa satisfy,
the following equations:
(5.2)
(5.3)
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Assume that an actuator force /p makes the system follow the reference Xi perfectly, so
that/p satisfies:
(5.4)
Then the displacement error, Xe, defined as
(5.5)
satisfies
and the power P during the transition is:
dx d 2x dx dxP f i_( e b e k ) i= p' -d-t- - m e -d-t-2-'-- + e -d-t- + eX e • -d-t-'
(5.6)
(5.7)
Therefore, given me, be, and ke, we can estimate the instantaneous and average powers
needed to compensate for friction force during the transition time. For a given motor
winding resistance (R), electrical loss (FR) is easily calculated from the actuator current
required to provide/p. Note that the maximum actuator force necessary to compensate for
friction force can also be obtained from (5.6).
A position sensor can be located on the valve or actuator side of the EMVD plant.
Although a direct measure of valve position offers (theoretically) the greatest immunity
to noise and modeling errors, it is difficult to locate the position sensor on the valve side
for the application to a real cylinder head. Moreover, the state variables on the valve side
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are not controllable at the ends of the stroke if the slope of the NTF is flat. Therefore, a
rotary sensor on the actuator side is preferred as the position feedback sensor. In the
experimental apparatus, a linear position sensor is added to investigate the compliance
between the z and () domains and to measure the seating velocity. In conventional
valvetrains, the ramp slope of the valve position determines the seating velocity. In the
proposed system, however, the speed of the actuator at the end of the stroke and the
instantaneous gear ratio of the NTF determine the seating velocity. If the slope of the
NTF characteristic is almost flat at both ends of the stroke, then the seating velocity -
even with finite actuator angular velocity - is almost zero. To avoid bypassing the flat
NTF characteristic at stroke extremes, the mechanical compliance between the z and ()
domains must be minimized: all relevant mechanical components should be as rigid as
possible, and valve kinematics should be as smooth as possible. In practice, this
compliance issue is not as critical for the proposed EMVD system as for conventional
valvetrains.
5.2 Simulation of the Proposed EMVD
The objective of the simulation is to confirm the benefits of the proposed system. The
proposed EMVD control system is simulated using the mathematical model of (4.11)
with realistic values. See Appendix A..2 for the Matlab simulation program and
parameters.
For fast acceleration, a feedforward current injection technique plus linear controller
(such as a PD controller) is used near both ends of the stroke during the transition. The
dynamics of the EMVD system vary significantly with valve and rotor position. A PD
controller with constant controller gains does not perform well during the transition mode.
A nonlinear controller designed by the feedback-linearization technique is therefore
considered during the transition except for the period when the valve is near both ends, in
other words, except for the current injection period. Therefore, for the whole transition, a
switched-mode controller is designed, comprising two control laws: the feedforward
current injection plus PD controller for the current injection period and the feedback
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linearization controller during the remainder of the transition. For the holding mode,
another PD controller with appropriate controller gains is used. Details of controller
designs will be discussed in Chapter 8.
Fig. 5.4 shows the time response of the proposed EMVD for an exhaust valve with the
controllers mentioned above. In this simulation, the calculated position response,
computed for the case with current injection and without disturbance or system losses, is
used as the reference input. Gas force and energy losses due to friction and electrical
resistance are included. As can be seen from the figure, the acceleration is smooth, so the
jerk remains small. Further, the system shows small driving and holding currents and no
deterioration of the free-flight travel time. Position and velocity errors are negligibly
small. The peak power input is about 2 kW per exhaust valve in the presence of the gas
force profile based on full load and engine speed. The peak motor current can be greatly
reduced with an NTF optimized to minimize motor size, as will be described in Chapter
10. The spikes in Fig. 5.4 are computational artifacts due to the switching of control laws,
and can be ignored. They can be effectively eliminated in the hardware system.
Without losses, the average power required over a cycle to compensate for gas forces is
approximately 60 W per exhaust valve at full load and the maximum engine speed of
6000 rpm. Simulations show that the average power required to compensate for gas force
and electrical and mechanical power losses is about 1 to 2 kW, depending on friction
modeling values, for 16 valves (4 cylinders) at maximum engine speed and full load. This
power requirement is comparable to that of a conventional valvetrain with roller cam, i.e.,
1.5 kW, as mentioned in Chapter 2.
Fig. 5.5 shows, for contrast with the NTF system, a simulation of a controlled EMVD
with a rotary motor, linear spring, linear inertia, linear mechanical transformer, and a
smooth kinematic reference input. See Appendix AJ for the Matlab simulation program
and parameters. Jerk is reduced by the smooth kinematic reference inputs, and gas-force
disturbances are reduced by feedback. As expected, however, this system suffers from
two crucial drawbacks: the current required to hold the valve at either end of the stroke
(and the corresponding power loss) is undesirably high, and the driving current required
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for the valve to follow smooth reference inputs is unacceptably large. These simulation
results, with those of Fig. 5.4, confirm the performance and low power requirements of
the NTF-based EMVD.
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Fig. 5.5. Time response of a feedback-controlled EMVD incorporating
a shear-force actuator and a linear mechanical transformer.
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6 Electrical Components and Subsystems
An experimental apparatus was built to demonstrate the feasibility and performance of
the NTF-based EMVD. This chapter details the design of the electrical components and
subsystems necessary to meet the system specifications discussed in Chapter 5.
6.1 Motor
A rotary shear-force actuator is preferable to a normal-force actuator in the proposed
EMVD, as explained in Chapter 4. After a detailed consideration of motors, a moving-
coil brushed dc motor (Pacific Scientific 4N63-1 00-1, shown in Fig. 6.1) was selected for
its following features:
• Large torque/inertia ratio (i.e., sufficient maximum torque developed with the lowest
possible rotor inertia at the required power)
• Small winding resistance and inductance
• Adequate power rating at 42 V nominal voltage
Table 6.1 shows key specifications for the 4N63-100-1. Simulation confirmed that the
choice was appropriate to prove the proposed concept in an experimental apparatus.
The Pacific Scientific motor is too large to fit in an engine head. However, it is believed
that much of the volume of the motor could be removed by redesign without substantial
loss of function. Furthermore, actuator torque requirements and size can be reduced by
optimization of the NTF. Details of the "NTF optimization will be described in Chapter
10, and further ideas to reduce the motor size will be discussed briefly in Chapter 11.
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Fig. 6.1. The motor used for the EMVD apparatus (Pacific Scientific
4N63-1 00-1).
Table 6.1. Key specifications of Pacific Scientific 4N63-1 00-1.
Parameters Values
Rated torque 0.89 N-m
Rotor inertia 3.5xl0-b kg_mL
Motor terminal resistance 0.89 n at 250 C, 1.31 nat 1550 C
Winding inductance 0.1 mH
Rated power output 321 W
Rated voltage 42V
Rated current 14.2 A
Rated speed 3440 rpm
Torque constant 0.07 N-m/A
Viscous damping coefficient 0.008 N-m/krpm
6.2 Motor Drive
A current drive - in which rotor torque is commanded regardless of dynamics - is
preferable to a voltage drive in an EMVD application. Current drive enforces motor
current regardless of back emf, winding inductance, and mechanical dynamics, reducing
the system order and extending actuator bandwidth.
A hysteretic current drive [39], [40] was chosen which follows a commanded current
within a ±1 A hysteresis band. Fig. 6.2 shows the Simulink model of the motor drive and
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motor [35]. The hysteretic controller properly provides the motor with positive or
negative bus voltage (whose magnitudes are determined by the positive and negative
amplitudes of the hysteresis curve), based on the current error information (the difference
between the desired motor current and the actual motor current) so that the actual motor
current may follow the (desired) motor current command within the upper and lower
hysteresis bands, which are determined by the width of the hysteresis curve. Note that
electrical and mechanical dynamics of the motor are also included in the mathematical
model of Fig. 6.2.
Back EMF
Mechanical dynamics
tf([O.07),[3.5*101l(-6) 7.64*1011(-5)])
Electical dynamicsHysterisis Controll r
I--......I-Ht-f-..,..---.G "1[11, [10~-4) 0.8911
Sum1
·-----+----...---.8
Motor Current
'---------.&8
Product Power
Current command
Fig. 6..2. The Simulink model of a hysteretic motor drive and a motor.
Fig. 6.3 shovvs the schematic implementation of the motor drive and motor [35], [41],
[42]. The hysteretic current control is performed by three stages: the hysterisis band set,
the current comparator, and the PWM/logic. In the stage of the hysterisis band set, upper
and lower hysteresis bands around the current command (input to the motor drive circuit)
are generated by adding/subtracting the ripple current reference to/from the current
command input. In the stage of the current comparator, the sensed (actual) motor current
is compared \¥ith the upper and lower hysteresis bands. The logic gate of the last stage
processes the outputs of the comparators and controls the gate drivers for the MOSFETs
so that the actual motor current follows the current command within the upper and lower
hysteresis bands. For example, if the actual motor current is larger than the upper
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hysteresis band, the state is changed such that one pair (pair A) of MOSFETs is turned on
and the other pair (pair B) of MOSFETs is turned off, applying the negative of the bus
voltage to the motor, reducing the actual motor current. Similarly, if the actual motor
current is smaller than the lower hysteresis band, the state of the switches is set such that
pair A of MOSFETs is turned off and pair B of MOSFETs is turned on, applying the bus
voltage positively to the motor, increasing the actual motor current. If the actual motor
current is between the upper and lower hysteresis bands, the MOSFETs in the bridge
maintain their previous states. Therefore, the motor drive can provide the motor with the
desired motor current (current command) within the hysteresis bands.
42 V
Current Ripple Current
Command Current Sense
Reference
Hysteresis
Band Set
L..---I-------' +
High Side
Gate Drive
PWM + Delay
Logic
Low Side
Gate Drive
Motor
Fig. 6.3. The schematic implementation of the hysteretic motor drive
r35l
The control loop of the constructed drive is simple and fast, but has non-zero current-
tracking error due to inherent characteristics of the hysteretic drive. Since the maximum
error (a peak-to-peak ripple current of2 A between the hysteresis bands) is small relative
to the motor current required to overcome static friction near both ends of the stroke, the
tracking error is negligible.
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Simulation results in Fig. 5.4 were used to determine motor-drive specifications: 70 Alms
slew rate, 10kHz bandwidth, 1 kW average power, and +1- 40 A maximum current when
operated on a 42 V bus. Fig. 6.4 shows a photograph of the constructed motor drive [35].
See Appendix B for the circuit. The constructed drive has 69 Alms slew rate, 9.5 kHz
bandwidth, and average power capability greater than 1 kW. Fig. 6.5 shows simulated
and actual responses to a 7 A step with a 42 V bus voltage. Fig. 6.6 shows simulated and
actual responses to a 7 A, 3 kHz sinusoid with a 42 V bus voltage. The frequency of 3
kHz is approximately 20 times the operating frequency, which is appropriate, and the
amplitude of 7 A, which is about half of the rated current in the apparatus, was chosen
arbitrarily. The measured motor current agrees well with the simulation. The
specifications were confirmed with various amplitudes and frequencies.
Fig. 6.4. The completed motor drive circuit used for the apparatus [35].
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6.3 Sensor
As discussed in Chapter 5, a rotary optical encoder is the best choice for the position
feedback sensor. A rotary optical incremental encoder (US Digital E6D, with 8192 signal
cycles per revolution) was chosen as a position feedback sensor for its low inertia and
high resolution. The resolution of the rotary optical encoder (88) is 360°/8192 = 0.044° =
7.7'10-4 rad. The nominal equivalent resolution of the rotary encoder in the valve domain
(&) is:
(6.1)
where rn is the nominal modulus of the NTF, the full lift of the valve divided by the full
rotation angle of the rotor. For rn = 8.8x10-3 m/rad, as will be determined in the next
chapter, & == 6.7 ~m. Because of the nonlinear transformer modulus, the reflected
resolution of the rotary position sensor (viewed in the z domain) becomes higher as the
valve approaches the end of a stroke. This higher effective resolution near stroke
extremes is desirable, since it coincides with the need for high-precision position control
during valve landing.
A variable-reluctance, linear-position sensing system (Sentech's Fastar FS380 sensor and
a SP300A signal processor) measured valve position for performance evaluation, but not
for control. The linear sensor has a 15 kHz bandwidth, 4.8 g mass, 0.17 ~m repeatability,
and 19 mm linear range. The resolution of the sensor was limited by the number of bits in
the ADC chalmel: with a 12 bit channel and 8 mm stroke, the resolution was 8 mm/2 12 =
2 ~m. The sensor was used to investigate the effects of the compliance between the rotor
position and the valve position, and provided a direct measure of seating velocity.
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6.4 System Integration with a nsp Board
A DSP board, the dSpace 1104, was used for signal conditioning and control in the
prototype EMVD apparatus. The dSpace 1104, shown in Fig. 6.7, has a 250 MHz Power
PC 603e, TI's TMS320F240 DSP, 4 ADC channels with 12 bits and 50 kHz sampling
frequency, 8 DAC channels with 16 bits, and 2 digital inputs for the incremental encoder
interface.
Rotor- and valve-position information from the prototype are transferred through the
incremental encoder interface and ADC channel, respectively, on the dSPACE 1104
board to a software controller implemented in Simulink on the PC. The calculated control
input (determined by a control law, the measured position information, and the reference
input) is transferred to the motor-drive board through a DAC channel. The motor drive
enforces the commanded current into the motor terminals.
To measure motor current and voltage, a high-bandwidth hall-effect current probe and a
high-bandwidth differential voltage probe were used. A high-sampling-rate digital
oscilloscope with a GPIB card and LabView measured and recorded electrical power.
Fig. 6.7. A DSP board used for the apparatus (dSpace 1104).
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7 Mechanical Components and Subsystems
This chapter describes the design guidelines, specifications, and construction of the
mechanical components for the proposed EMVD.
7.1 Stru.~ture Design for the Experimental Apparatus
Fig. 7.1 show'S the conceptual design of the prototype EMVD, and Fig. 7.2 shows the 2-D
mechanical d1esign of the apparatus based on the conceptual design after the dimensioning
of key mechanical components - such as the motor and valve - were determined. The
motor is held by front and rear brackets; the brackets are attached to column I; the
column is connected to the table (mechanical ground). The bearing is supported by the
bearing housing; the housing is held by the housing holder; the housing holder is attached
to column II. The disk cam has a hole through which the rotor shaft is rigidly connected.
The valve holder connects the roller shaft with the top of the valve stem. The spring
divider is rigidly attached to the valve stem at a pre-determined position. One spring is
placed between the top plate and the spring divider, and the other spring is placed
between the bottom plate and the spring divider. Long bolts connect the two plates
rigidly, and the top plate is attached to the two columns so that the springs are retained
between the valve stem and mechanical ground. Each plate has a hole in its center, in
which a bushing is placed so that the valve is guided vertically. The valve-seat plate is
bolted to the columns, and has a recess on its lower surface into which the valve head fits.
The rotary optical encoder is attached to the rear of the motor, and the spring divider
holds the linear position sensor.
The dimensions of the mechanical components need to be designed with consideration
for two important horizontal and vertical constraints. The rotor-shaft length of the stock
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motor limits the thicknesses of the roller/disk cam, bearing, and valve holder. The length
of the valve stem constrains the length of springs and the thicknesses of the spring divider,
top/bottom plates, and valve seat plate. Fit conditions (dimensions and tolerances) for
press-fits were carefully specified wherever necessary, and all components and
subsystems were designed to be assembled, aligned, disassembled, and replaced as easily
as possible.
II
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Sensor
Sensor
dSpace
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__ ground)
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Fig. 7.1. The conceptual design of the proposed EMVD apparatus.
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Fig. 7.2 The 2-D design of the proposed EMVD apparatus.
7.2 Valve
13.5 em
An exhaust valve from a Ford Zetec engine head (16 valves, 4 cylinders, and 2.0 L) was
used in the EMVD prototype. The valve has a mass of 40 g, length of 90 mm, 6 mm stem
diameter, and 28 mm head diameter.
A smaller valve mass could increase the system response speed. Eaton Corporation's
ultra-light engine valves (ULVs) may be considered for a future version of the apparatus.
The masses of the ULVs are 22 g and 26 g for exhaust valve and intake valve,
respectively.
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7.3 Nonlinear Mechanical Transformer
The design of the NTF is the most important procedure in the development of the
prototype EMVD apparatus. Among the design alternatives introduced in Chapter 4, an
NTF comprising a disk cam and a roller (see Fig. 4.9) was chosen because of its simple
construction.
The transformer modulus of the NTF, a function of valve position, should be very small
at both ends of the stroke and large in the middle of the stroke. For simplicity, a
sinusoidal NTF characteristic (z vs. 0) was chosen to implement the following
transformation:
where
z =g(B) = . L/2 sin(B· a2),
sln(na1 /2)
Iz I::; L/2,
(7.1)
and L and amax are full lift and full rotation angle, respectively. The constants at and a2
determine the slot end slope and transformer gear ratio, respectively. The larger the value
of at, the flatter is the slope of the NTF at both ends of the stroke (an at of 0.999, for
instance, produces a flat characteristic and soft valve landing). For a given L and at, the
nominal gear ratio of the NTF is given by
As seen from the simulation results in Fig. 5.4, maximum motor power is required in the
approximate middle of the stroke. Maximum power is delivered when the inertia (J) on
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the actuator side is matched with the mass (m) on the valve side with the following
transformer nl0dulus (r):
r=~. (7.2)
In the experirnental apparatus, the estimated inertia on the actuator side and the estimated
mass on the valve side are approximately 6.9xlO-6 kg_m2 and 90 g, respectively, and the
impedance-matched modulus, r, is 8.8xlO-3 m/rad. For simplicity in the first design
iteration, setting the nominal NTF modulus rn to 8.8xlO-3 mJrad and at to 0.999, for a
valve lift L = 8 mm, the constants a2 and 8max are 3.46 and 52°, respectively. The nominal
gear ratio can be optimized to minimize motor size. This optimization will be discussed
later in this chapter.
Implementation of the NTF characteristic of (7.1), beyond the choice of nominal
modulus, reduces to the design of the top and bottom surfaces of the NTF disc-cam slot.
Given ho- the distance between the center of the motor shaft and the center of the roller
shaft in the rniddle of the stroke - the profile of the center of the roller is obtained from
Z, () pairs in the NTF characteristic by rotating (0, Z - ho) by () as follows:
(
xo((})J (cos () - sin (}J( 0 J
Yo((}) - sin(} cos(} z - ho '
(7.3)
where xo( B) and Yo( B) are x and y components of the roller center profile in x-y
coordinates (i.e., in the coordinates of the cam face, referred to the motor-shaft center).
Assuming that the tangential lines of the top and bottom surfaces are parallel to the
dyo/dxo line as illustrated in Fig. 7.3, the top and bottom surface profiles can be expressed
as follows:
(
Xl (())) = (cos fJ - sin fJ)(ro)+ (xo(()))
Yl (0) sin fJ cos fJ 0 Yo (0) ,
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(7.4)
( X
2 (O)J = (cos 13 - sin f3J(-'o J + (XO(O)J
Y2 (0) sin 13 cos 13 0 Yo (0) , (7.5)
where ro is the radius of the roller, andxl(O) andYl(O) andx2(0) andY2(0) are the x and y
components of the top and bottom surface profiles, respectively, and
-1( -1 J13 = tan tan(a) ,
where
tan(a ) = dyo .
dxo
y
x
Fig. 7.3. A drawing to find the (a) top and (b) bottom contact surfaces from a
position (xo, Yo) on the profile of the center of the roller.
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Fig. 7.4. The calculated profiles of (a) the center of the roller, (b) the top
and (c) bottom surfaces of the disk cam.
Fig. 7.4 shows the calculated profile designs of the center of the roller and the surfaces of
the disc-cam slot, where the origin (0, 0) is the center of the motor shaft. See Appendix
A.4 for the M:atlab simulation code to generate the profiles. At both ends of the stroke, an
extended flat region allows overshoot in the motor kinematics. The clearance between the
roller diameter and the disc-cam slot is approximately 75 Jlm. This gap prevents contact
between the roller and the non-active surface, and has proven effective. We know that
there is at least one transfer of roller-cam contact (from cam top to bottom or vice versa)
in each stroke. This non-ideality has not caused operating problems.
IKO's CFS-5-V was chosen as the roller. It has a 10 mm diameter, 6 mm width, 18 mm
total length, 7 g mass, 3.1 kN basic dynamic-load capability (a constant radial or axial
load allowing a basic rating life of 106 revolutions), and 4.7 kN basic static-load
capability (the maximum allowable load at rest without permanent deformation). These
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ratings are sufficient for the experimental apparatus, though not, perhaps, for engine
service. Fig. 7.5 shows a photo of the NTF (the disc cam and roller) used in the
prototype. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the NTF, consisting of disk cam with the roller,
experiences slip in mid-stroke during the transition from top to bottom and vice versa
because the rotational direction of the roller reverses in the middle of the stroke, resulting
in noise and wear. The conjugate disk cam of Fig. 4.10 can reduce the slip loss and
reduce the noise and wear because there is no reversal of the roller rotational direction in
the middle of the stroke.
Fig. 7.5. The disk cam and roller.
7.4 Spring
The spnng stiffness was selected to meet the required transition time of 3-4 ms in
conjunction with the effective z-domain inertia. The effective inertia comprises the valve
mass, spring-divider mass, roller mass, effective spring mass, and the reflected mass of
the O-domain inertia. The effective mass is not constant, but varies with respect to valve
position, and it is difficult to determine the desired spring stiffness analytically with
precision. An alternative and practical approach, given the NTF design, is summarized
here:
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• Calculate the effective moving mass at the nominal NTF modulus.
• Determine tentatively the spring stiffness necessary to meet the minimum natural
mechanical frequency (150 Hz in the prototype).
• Check if the system meets the transition requirement using simulation.
• Adjust the stiffness until the system satisfies the transition-time requirement.
The prototype springs, Danly IEM's 075x1.00 green spring (part #: 9-124-11), produce a
valve-suspension stiffness of 112 N/mm, i.e., each spring has 56 N/mm stiffness. The
mass of each spring is 14.7 g, and the effective mass of the two springs is 14.7 x 2 13=
9.8 g. The maximum deflection of the springs is 10.2 mm, greater than the full lift of 8
mm. Each spring must be pre-compressed by at least 4mm (half of the full lift) so that
they are alvvays under compression within the maximum valve deflection during
operation. The length and inner diameters of the spring are 1 in and 3/8 in, respectively,
dimensions compatible with the length and diameter of the valve stem.
For preliminary test of the apparatus at a mild operating condition (e.g., compatible with
1500 rpm engine speed), we prepared another assembly incorporating soft springs
(McMaster-Carr part #: 94350K149) instead of the above springs. The soft spring has a
stiffness of 10 N/mm. The inner and outer diameters of the spring are 0.576 in and 0.72
inch.
7.5 Other Mechanical Components
The spring divider transfers spring forces to the valve stem, and serves as a mount for the
linear position sensor. The divider is small and light to minimize effective z-domain
inertia and meet valve transition times. The diameter of its though-hole is smaller than
the diameter of the valve stem so that Coulomb friction - after press-fit - is large
enough to oVlercome the maximum spring force. The hole is not so small, however, that
press-fit parts. exceed the allowable deformation limits. The divider itself is stiff enough
to avoid deformation due to the spring load.
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The valve holder has the same design requirements as the spring divider. In the apparatus,
due to the length of the valve stem, the contact surface between the valve stem and the
valve holder after press-fit is not large enough to overcome the maximum spring force.
Pins placed in through-holes on the valve stem and valve holder prevent slip.
The top and bottom plates are thick enough to resist deformation due to the spring force.
Three sets of nuts and bolts rigidly connect the top and bottom plates through three sets
of aligned holes. To assure the alignment between the plates, two precision bars are
inserted into two additional sets of holes. The central hole of the valve-seat plate is
recessed to accommodate the valve head.
Two bushings (McMaster Carr's 6381K422) guide the valve stem through the top and
bottom plates, into which they are press fit. The bushings can accommodate a 14 in-
diameter shaft, a little larger than the valve-stem diameter (6 mm). The bushings' 3/8 in
outer diameter ensures that the springs are retained by the top and bottom plates.
The front and rear motor brackets are thick enough to hold the motor but thin enough to
allow adequate axial space to assemble the NTF, the bearing, and the rotary optical
encoder on the rotor shaft. The holders are stiff vertically but compliant horizontally.
This mass-spring system in the horizontal direction, comprising the motor and the motor
brackets, has a natural frequency not far separated from the frequency of valve operation.
Coupling to an undesirable mounting resonance is low, however, because the valve
motion is orthogonal to the horizontal motor vibration.
Columns I and II are simple and bulky to provide a low-compliance connection to
mechanical ground. They are large enough to hold the top plate, the valve seat plate, the
front and rear motor brackets, and the bearing-housing holder.
A deep-groove ball bearing (SKF's 61901) was chosen to support the rotor shaft
vertically. The bearing has a 6 mm width, 12 mm shaft diameter, 24 mm outer diameter,
11 g mass, 2.2 kN basic dynamic-load capability, and 1 kN basic static-load capability.
These ratings are sufficient for the experimental apparatus, though not, perhaps, for
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engine service. The bearing is press-fitted into the bearing housing, and is press-fitted
over the motor shaft.
A high-load-capacity table, McMaster Carr's 4769T44 (steel, 36 in width x 24 in depth x
36 in height), was chosen as the mechanical ground. The table has 0.002 in/ft flatness, 3;4
in thickness, and a 35000 lb static-load rating.
7.6 Assembly of Mechanical Components and Subsystems
Assembly of the complete mechanical apparatus is a delicate process. The motor
assembly (the motor, front and rear motor brackets, disc cam, and bearing housing) and
the valve assembly (the valve, valve holder, two springs, spring divider, top and bottom
plates, valve seat, and bushings) are constructed separately, and then connected through
the roller of the NTF. This sequence enables easy alignment among the components and
subsystems.
Fig. 7.6. The motor assembly with column I.
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The first step in motor-assembly is to pass the front motor bracket over the motor shaft.
Next, the disl~ cam and the bearing assembly (the bearing plus the bearing housing) are
press-fit onto the motor shaft to pre-determined positions. In fact, in the first experiment,
we did not assemble the bearing assembly, so that we could test, assemble, and
disassemble the apparatus easily. Last, the front and rear motor brackets are carefully
attached to the front and back mounting surfaces of the motor, using screws. Shims
between the bracket surfaces and the column surface are added for alignment. Fig. 7.6
shows the motor assembly mounted on column 1.
The valve assembly is constructed by first press-fitting the top and bottom bushings into
the top and bottom plates, respectively. Next, the valve-seat plate, the bottom plate, and
the bottom spring are passed over the valve stem. After the spring divider is press-fit onto
the valve stena to the pre-determined location, the top spring and top plate are passed over
the valve stern. After inserting the two precision bars to align the top and bottom plates,
both springs are carefully pre-compressed using the three sets of nuts and bolts. Fig. 7.7
shows the completed valve assembly. The valve holder is press-fit onto the top of the
valve stem..A.fter the top plate of the valve assembly is bolted onto the top of columns I
and II, the roller of the NTF is inserted between the valve assembly and the motor
assembly. Only then is the valve seat bolted to the underside of columns I and II. Shims
are inserted to align the valve assembly relative to the motor assembly and to adjust the
height of the valve seat relative to the valve's landing height. The bearing housing is
bolted to the bearing-housing holder, which is in tum bolted into the top of the column II.
Component dimensions and tolerances are specified precisely for press-fits and key
alignment features of the assembled apparatus. Fig. 7.8 shows the front view of the
EMVD apparatus, and Fig. 7.9 shows the integrated mechanical system. Appendix C
shows detailed drawings of all mechanical components and subsystems with their
dimensions and tolerances.
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Fig. 7.7. The valve assembly.
Fig. 7.8. Front view of the EMVD apparatus without column II.
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Fig. 7.9. The integrated mechanical system of the EMVD apparatus.
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8 Design of Controllers
This chapter describes the design of controllers for the three EMVD operating modes-
initial, holding, and transition modes. Though the operating modes are the same as in the
NFEMVD, as explained in Chapter 3, the proposed EMVD requires controllers designed
with consideration for its nonlinear characteristics. Fig. 8.1 shows the valve profile of the
EMVD with the three operating modes labeled.
time
Transition mode
Valve position ----.: /. >:.-
Open· j"I--~:I+'
Closed· .~ mmmmmmmmm·····;··I.···~t----;.
Initial mode
Holding mode
Fig. 8.1. A valve position profile showing the three basic operating modes:
initial, holding, and transition.
8.1 Initial-Mode Control
Upon system startup, the valve is moved from the rest position (the middle of the stroke)
to the open or closed position quickly and within acceptable current limits. An efficient
strategy for initial-mode actuation is to apply torque pulses whose frequency is close to
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the natural fJrequency of the EMVD. The time necessary to open or close the valve
depends on the natural mechanical frequency, the quality factor (i.e., damping ratio) of
the EMVD, and the magnitude of the applied torque pulses.
A feedback control law for the initial mode control is given by:
(8.1)
where OJ and a are the angular velocity of the motor and a pre-determined constant value
(for example, 7 A), respectively. In a discrete implementation, i keeps its previous value
whenever OJ = O. Assuming that the NTF has the nominal modulus, the simplified
equation oftI1otion for the EMVD is:
(8.2)
where KT is the torque constant of the motor.
To understand the response of the mechanical model to a train of current pulses based on
(8.1), assume that i = a > 0, 0 < ~ (the damping ratio) < 1, and zero state initial
conditions. The first peak in valve position (81) is:
~1t
81 =(1 +e-~ ). K T • a> 0, (8.3)
at t = to == n/COd, where COd is the damped natural frequency. As soon as the rotor reaches
the first peak, i = - a is applied to the EMVD according to (8.1), and the next peak
position, 82, is
(8.4)
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at tn = to'2, where
sIT
y=-(l+e-~).
Similarly, en, the nth peak position is obtained by
e e n-ln = lY ,
(8.5)
(8.6)
at to = to·n. When a peak value is close enough to an end of the stroke, control is switched
from the initial-mode controller to the transition-mode controller to ensure a soft valve
landing.
With the controller described above, the initial-mode control phase ends quickly after a
few, small-magnitude current pulses. Experimental results of initial-mode control will be
discussed in Chapter 9.
8.2 Holding-Mode Control
The holding mode is characterized by two parameters: holding time and lift. A second
nonlinear mechanical transformer could enable variable lift control in the proposed
EMVD, as d(;~scribed in Chapter 10, but the prototype constructed for this thesis research
can only alter holding time by shaping the reference input. Note that during the holding
period, actuator power is negligible if the slope of the NTF characteristic is almost flat at
stroke extrenles and disturbances are not large enough to perturb the valve from its
equilibrium in the open or closed position, as explained in Chapter 5.
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8.3 Transition-Mode Control
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the ideal free-flight valve profile (i.e., the valve kinematics in
the absence of friction, disturbances or gas forces) minimizes actuator effort when used
as a reference input. The ideal free-flight valve position profile is generated by
simulation.
Simple linear controllers such as PD controllers or lead-lag compensators are simple to
design, but do not guarantee the best performance. Linear controllers should be designed
to meet the desired system bandwidth, and can be based on a linear model, which
assumes that the NTF has the nominal modulus over the whole stroke. Chapter 9 will
describe the details of the characterization (system identification) of the proposed
EMVD, the design of the lead compensator based on the characterization, and the
experimental results of the controlled EMVD system.
The dynamic characteristics of the proposed EMVD change significantly as a function of
valve or rotor position because of the nonlinear transformer characteristic, and high-
performance controller designs must account for this nonlinearity. The effective inertia
and stiffness of the EMVD on the actuator side become small near both ends of the stroke
and large near the middle of the stroke, so that the system gain changes according to
valve or rotor position. One solution is to design a linear controller, such as a
proportional-derivative (PD) controller or lead-lag compensator with adjusting gains to
compensate a piece-wise linear set of system models. In other words, the z vs. e
characteristic of the NTF is divided into several pieces and modeled linearly for each
piece of the region, and the gains of the controller are adjusted based on each piece-wise
set of the linear models. The gain sets can be implemented with a look-up table in
practice. HO'wever, the gain-scheduling technique [43] - adjusting controller gains based
on the local linearization - cannot be applied effectively to the proposed EMVD because
the operating point of the locally linearized system moves as fast as the EMVD dynamics
themselves.
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A nonlinear controller based on the feedback-linearization technique is an alternative to
the PD controller [38]. This technique generates control inputs to the nonlinear plant in
full consideration of the nonlinear model. The motor-current command obtained for the
system in (4.14) in conjunction with (4.15) and (4.16), based on the technique, is:
(8.7)
where YI, Y2, ed, and e represent rotor position, rotor velocity, desired rotor position, and
position error (Yl-ed), respectively, and koand k1 are controller gains.
Substituting (8.7) into (4.14), we can obtain the resultant error equation for the system of
(4.14) with the nonlinear control input i in (8.7) as follows:
d2e de
-2+kl-+koe=O,
dt dt
(8.8)
where the constants ko and k1 are determined so that the bandwidth of the controlled
system can b(;~ specified.
A position-velocity controller, depicted schematically in Fig. 8.2, is another candidate for
transition-mode control. Before explaining the controller operation, consider the position-
velocity trajectories of the rotor during a valve transition, as shown in Fig. 8.3. The figure
shows the transition-mode trajectories to the target state (origin), without driving input,
for cases with and without friction. In other words, Fig. 8.3 (a) shows the state trajectory
of the free-flight (without driving input) kinematics for an ideal (without friction) EMVD
system, and Fig. 8.3 (b) is the state trajectory to the target state without driving input in
the case that the EMVD system is not ideal but has friction. The starting state of the non-
ideal system free flight trajectory of Fig. 8.3 (b), state (ii), is different from the actual
initial state of the non-ideal system in the transition mode, for example, state (i) having
zero starting velocity. If we apply an appropriate driving input so that the state of the
system moves from the state (i) to a state on the trajectory of Fig. 8.3 (b), then, after that,
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the system inherently follows the trajectory of Fig. 8.3 (b) without electrical power input,
and finally reaches the target state. This relieves the motor of effort during the rest of the
transition. Since the system model is not perfect in practice, the system is feedback
controlled to follow the desired free flight velocity trajectory. Fig. 8.2 shows a schematic
view of the control system. In the position-velocity feedback control system, the
reference input is a train of rectangular pulses commanding the final rotor position. Once
the target position is set, the controller drives the plant along a natural, pre-determined
trajectory as in Fig. 8.3 (b).
Desired free flight velocity
~ trajectory
.....__IIIIiiiiiii... ..---......
COr i
+ L\8 uP COr + L\ it i 8
8r(t) •.....0. ~ .~ +0+ +~~t - A~ &J A ~
Fig. 8.2. Position-velocity feedback control system with a desired
tra0ectory in the phase plane.
Target position
~
(ii)
Fig. 8.3. Position-velocity phase plane trajectory to the target without
electrical input for the EMVD apparatus for cases (a) with and (b) without
friction force.
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9 Exp,eriments
This chapter presents the experimental results of the proposed EMVD design. The valve
assembly and apparatus are characterized, and the performance of the controlled system
is measured. The beneficial features of the design are confirmed.
9.1 Characterization of the Apparatus
The valve assembly (consisting of the valve, valve holder, two springs, spring divider,
top and bottom plates, valve seat, and bushings in Fig. 7.7) and the EMVD assembly
(consisting of the NTF, motor, and the valve assembly in Fig. 7.9) must be characterized
before designing effective controllers. System identification can proceed from measured
time response. Fig. 9.1 shows the time response of the free oscillation of the valve
assembly. The measured damped natural frequency (COd) and time constant 't, given by
1 b
't=--=-~con m' (9.1)
where COn, lTL, and b are the natural frequency, movIng mass, and VISCOUS friction
coefficient, respectively, provide estimates of the quality factor (Q) or damping ratio (~):
(9.2)
The measured COd and the Q calculated by (9.1) and (9.2) are 1162 rad/s and 16,
respectively, from the data of Fig. 9.1. With a Q of 16, COn "-' COd, SO that the undamped
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natural frequency ron = J! and the combined spring stiffness (k) of 112 N/mm (from
the data sheet of the springs) yield an estimate of the moving mass on the valve side as
follows:
k 1.2.105
m=-2 = 2 =.:0.083kg,
co 1162
n
(9.3)
which is clos(~ to the expected value of 90 g. Given the mass, quality factor, and stiffness,
the viscous-friction coefficient for the valve assembly is obtained as
b = conm =1162·0.083 =.: 6 kg/so
Q 16
In conclusion, the characteristic equation for the valve assembly on the valve side is:
ms
2 +bs+k=:0.083s 2 +6s+1.12·105 =0.
A: 800mV
@: -1.52 v
Ch3 Freq
184.6 Hz
,..; ..·i..·,······;++·~·+··;·+ ..·,···.··,·;:+·!··'i++··1'ii'1 ih,,'t+\i'+ +hh!··\./!"'tQ,.....,.~ Ch3 Period
S.417ms
(9.4)
(9.5)
2S lui 2002
11:48:23
Fig.9.L The time response (valve position vs. time) of the free oscillation
of the valve assembly.
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Fig. 9.2 shows the time response of the free oscillation of the EMVD assembly.
Assuming that the NTF has the nominal modulus over the whole stroke, the measured rod
and the Q, calculated by (9.1) and (9.2), are 659 rad/s and 6, respectively. The total
inertia in the actuator side, J1, is 1.2'10-5 kg-m2 (the sum of the measured rotor inertia of
5.2'10-6 kg-ln2 [42], disk cam inertia of 7.3'10-7 kg-m2 [42], and reflected inertia of the
moving mass on the valve side of 6.4'10-6 kg-m2, obtained by m'(ri, where m is 0.083 kg
from (9.3) and r was chosen as 8.8'10-3 m/rad in Chapter 7). The stiffness (ke = 5.4 N-
m/rad) in the actuator side is obtained as follows:
(9.6)
where Jt = 1.2'10-5 kg_m2, and ron = rod IR, with COd = 659 rad/s, S= (2Qrl , and Q =
6. The viscous friction coefficient (be) for the EMVD assembly is approximately 1.3'10-3
kg-m2/s, calculated by
(9.7)
In conclusion, the transfer function of the EMVD assembly is:
(9.8)
where 1(s) is input current, and O(s) is rotor displacement, and KTis the torque constant of
the motor (0.07 N-m/A). Fig. 9.3 shows the Bode plot for (9.8). The measured friction
coefficient of the motor, bern, is 2.1'10-4 kg-m2/s [42], and the reflected friction coefficient
of the valve assembly, bev, is 4.6'10-4 kg-m2/s, calculated by bev = b'(r)2, where b is 6 kgls
from (9.4) and r was chosen as 8.8'10-3 m/rad in Chapter 7. Therefore, the friction
coefficient due to the NTF alone, beNTF is 6.3'10-4 kg-m2/s - approximately half of the
entire friction coefficient - calculated by beNTF = be - bern - bev, assuming that the motor
friction does not change significantly after the valve assembly is attached.
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08: 10:35
Fig. 9.2. The time response (valve position vs. time) of the free oscillation of
the EM:VD assembly.
Bode plot
Frequency (rad/sec)
Fig. 9.3. The Bode plot for (9.8).
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Based on the above system identification, we can approximately estimate the coefficients
of the mathematical model of (4.14) through (4.16). For convenience, the equations are
repeated:
(9.9)
where
AI - -1 {(b+b (dg J2J +m d2g dg 2+k (B)dg }
IYI'Y2 ) - J + m (dg J2 v dB Y2 v dB 2 dB Y2 g dB'
v dB (9.10)
1
where the state variables Yl and Y2 represent rotor position and velocity, respectively, and
z = g(8) is given by (7.1).
The parameter J (inertia on the actuator side) is 5.9'10-6 kg-m2, obtained by the sum of
the measured rotor inertia of 5.2'10-6 kg-m2 and the calculated disk cam inertia of 7.3'10-7
kg-m2• The moving mass on the valve side my is 0.083 kg from (9.5). The viscous friction
coefficient on the actuator side b is 8.4'10-4 kg-m2/s, obtained by the sum of the motor
friction coefficient of 2.1'10-4 kg-m2/s and the estimated NTF friction coefficient of
6.3'10-4 kg-m2/s. The viscous friction coefficient on the valve side by is 6 kgls from (9.5).
The stiffness of the springs on the valve side k is 1.12'105 Nlm from (9.5), and the torque
constant KT is 0.07 NmlA.
The transfer functions for two extreme cases -the middle of the stroke and stroke ends -
can be determined directly from the state-space formulation of (9.9) and (9.10) in
conjunction with the estimated parameters.
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In the middle of the stroke, the linearized modulus of the NTF is 1tfn/2, where rn is the
nominal modulus. At the middle of the stroke, then, the transfer function for the
apparatus becomes
..50 ..· , , + , , , , ..
OF=====F==:;;;::;;;;::;':::·.... :::::.... ~·....·~....·~....! ..=-..· .... ~....·~·.... :·::::-.... 7.::-·.. ·7.::-... ·7.:l·..·i~.... ~....·~·.... ~·.... 7.::-·.. ·7.::-... 7.::-. ..~......
B(s) 0.07
=------:---:------:----
I(s) 2.2.10-5 S2 +2.0.10-3 s+13'
Fig. 9.4 shows the Bode plot of(9.11).
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Fig. 9.4. The Bode plot for (9.11).
(9.11 )
At the ends of the stroke, assuming that the NTF has perfectly flat ends, the transfer
function is
B(s) 0.07
=--------I (s) 5.9 ·10-6 s2 + 8.6 .10-4 S •
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(9.12)
Fig. 9.5 shows the Bode plot of(9.12).
Bode plot
Frequency (rad/sec)
Fig. 9.5. The Bode plot for (9.12).
9.2 Implementation of Controllers
For the system of (9.8) with the nominal transformer modulus, a simple lead controller
[44] for the transition mode was designed in the experiment:
S
-+1
Ge(s) = GDe -p_,s
-+1
z
(9.13)
where GDe (dc gain of the controller) = 250, p (pole frequency) = 1250 rad/s, z (zero
frequency) = 5000 rad/s. To explain how to determine the three parameters (GDe, p, and
z), consider Fig. 9.6, a general Bode plot for (9.13). Given p and z, we can determine COm
(geometric center frequency) ==~ and <Pm (peak phase lead) == sin-1 (a -1 ), where a
a+1
(pole zero ratio) == p/z. The EMVD plant of(9.8) has a dc gain of-38 dB, as shown in Fig.
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9.3. In order to achieve a dc gain of -2.4 dB (greater than -3 dB) of the overall feedback
controlled system, the dc gain of the open transfer function, consisting of the EMVD
plant and the controller, should be 10 dB. Therefore, the dc gain of the controller, Goc
should be 38 dB + 10 dB = 48 dB = 250. With Goc = 48 dB, the phase margin might be
very small unless the controller of (9.13), whose Bode plot is shown in Fig. 9.7, increases
the phase of the open loop transfer function, consisting of (9.8) and (9.13), as shown in
Fig. 9.8. To obtain a phase margin of 30-40° at the desired bandwidth frequency of the
overall controlled system, which is between 2000 and 3000 rad/s (several times the valve
operation frequency), we tentatively specify <Pm = 37° at COm = 2500 rad/s. The specified
values determine a = 4, P = 5000 rad/s, and z = 1250 rad/s. Fig. 9.9 shows the Bode plot
of the closed-loop system. The bandwidth is approximately 300-400 Hz, which is about
two to three times the valve operating frequency, as desired.
Gain (dB)
10glO co (rad/s)N COm=~z
20 10glO Goc
/
I· · ·· · · · •· ·" ·.. " · I ·..· · ·· · · 20 10glO a
10 l~glOala == p/z
Phase (degree)
····································....1 :_·I····(....~ -1 )
<Pm = SIn --
a+1
Fig. 9.6. Bode plot of a general lead compensator.
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Bode Diagrams
Frequency (rad/sec)
Fig. 9.7. Bode plot for the lead compensator of(9.13).
Bode Diagrams
Frequency (rad/sec)
Fig. 9.8. Bode plot for the open loop transfer
function, consisting of (9.8) and (9.13).
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Fig. 9.9. The Bode plot for the overall closed loop transfer function.
9.3 Performance Measurements of the EMVD Apparatus
The EMVD apparatus, shown in Fig. 9.10, is operated in three modes - initial, transition,
and holding - as mentioned in Chapter 8. The control law of (8.1) with a = 7 A was used
for the initial mode, and for simplicity, the control law of (9.13) was used for both the
transition and holding modes in the experiment. Fig. 9.11 shows the rotor- and valve-
position profiles during the initial mode and the corresponding motor current. As the
valve nears the fully open or closed position, the controller is changed to the transition-
mode law. The initial mode was completed within 35 ms with +/- 7 A. The average
power during the initial mode is approximately 150 W.
After the initial mode, the valve is retained at one end of the stroke in the holding mode.
The non-zero holding current in the holding mode in Fig. 9.11 results from non-zero
steady state position errors. However, we observed that the valve was held at the end of
the stroke even after the electrical power was cut off. Therefore, the required holding
current is zero, as expected.
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Fig. 9.10. The constructed EMVD apparatus.
The key performance measures of the transition-mode controller are transition time,
seating velocity, and power. Fig. 9.12 shows the valve and rotor position profiles, and the
corresponding current during the transition mode. In the experiment, we limited the
maximum current level to 18 A to relieve the motor drive and motor of thermal stresses.
For simplicity we employed the lead compensator of (9.13). The transition time was
approximately 3.5 ms, which can support engine operation at 6000 rpm. The consumed
energy was approximately 1.4 J per transition. Since there are two transitions per cycle,
2.8 J per cycle is consumed for the apparatus. At 6000 rpm engine speed, the crankshaft
rotates at 100 (rev/s), and the camshaft rotates at 50 (rev/s). Therefore, the nominal
period of the valve profile at 6000 rpm engine speed is 20 ms, giving an average power of
140 W per valve at 6000 rpm, assuming the holding power is negligible. In general, the
average power per valve, P (W), for the proposed apparatus is obtained as
p= l.4·N
60 '
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(9.14)
where N = engine speed (rpm).
The experimental apparatus did not include gas force. Therefore, the estimated power of
(9.14) is for the case of an intake valve. As described in Chapter 2, an exhaust valve
requires an additional 0.7 J per cycle at full engine speed and load to compensate for the
gas force, giving an average power of 35 W per exhaust valve. Therefore, the apparatus is
expected to require 140 W per intake valve arid 175 W (140 + 35 W) per exhaust valve at
6000 rpm engine speed and full load. Note that the required gas work depends on engine
speed and load. The proposed apparatus is expected to require 2.5 kW at full engine
speed and load for a 4 cylinder, 8 intake valve and 8 exhaust valve engine, which is
comparable to the power required to compensate for friction in a conventional valvetrain
for the same engine and conditions without roller followers, approximately 3 kW, as
described in Chapter 2. A conjugate disk cam (Fig. 4.10), however, can reduce the
required power of the proposed EMVD because there is no reversal of the roller
rotational direction in the middle of the stroke, as described in Chapter 7. The transition-
mode controller allows overshoot in the rotor displacement, as seen in Fig. 9.12.
The NTF-based EMVD achieved a 3.5 ms transition time with acceptable power
consumption using a rotary motor, and is a strong candidate for future VVA systems.
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10 Design Refinements
This chapter describes the conceptual design of a lash-adjustment device and a lift-
control mechanism, and the optimization of the NTF for minimized actuator torque
10.1 Proposal for a Lift Control Mechanism
Variable lift control in the proposed EMVD can be accomplished with a second nonlinear
mechanical transformer (NTF 2) in combination with the original NTF (NTF 1), as
illustrated in Fig. 10.1 (a). NTF 2 controls the amplitude of the modulus of the NTF 1,
generating a transformer characteristic (between X2 and X3) with an extra degree of
freedom:
(10.1)
where L represents full lift, and 0 :S a :S 1. A larger a, controlled by a second actuator,
results in larger partial lift. The combined NTF characteristic of NTFs 1 and 2 is shown
in Fig. 10.1 (b). Fig. 10.2 shows a simple sliding-fulcrum implementation of the variable
transformer characteristic of (10.1). Given a, the second actuator controls the position of
the pivot point of the sliding-fulcrum. Fig. 10.3 shows a conceptual design of the
proposed EMVD enabling variable lift control and a desired characteristic of the
combined NTF.
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Energy domain 1 NTF 1 NTF2 Energy domain 3
ml /J X2 h h m2 k(actuator) A (valve)
• Vj :k? V2 v] • ~i XlV
(a)
Energy domain 1 Combined NTF Energy domain 3
X3
ml jj A h m2 k(actuator) ~~ (valve)
•
Vj 'f... I Xl v]
• ~IV
(b)
Fig. 10.1. (a) Another NTF (NTF 2) plus the original NTF (NTF 1) to offer
lift control. (b) An NTF equivalent to the combination ofNTFs 1 and 2.
small a
medium a
Fig. 10.2. A simple example of the NTF 2.
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(b)
Fig. 10.3. (a) Conceptual design of the proposed EMVD with variable lift
control; (b) A desired characteristic of the combined NTF.
10.2 Proposal for a Lash Adjustment Device
The proposed EMVD needs a lash adjuster to compensate for temperature change, wear,
and manufacturing tolerances of the valvetrain. Unlike conventional valvetrains, in the
NTF-based EMVD the spring force is zero in the middle of the stroke, and lash adjusters
for conventional valvetrains do not work in this case because valve springs always under
compreSSIon transmit the compressed force to the lash adjusters in conventional
valvetrains.
Fig. 10.4 (a) shows a lash-adjuster design for the NTF-based EMVD, which was
conceptually proposed for the first time by Dr. Thomas Keirn. The lash adjuster,
consisting of a spring (kl) and a damper (b l), is a low pass filter whose cut-off frequency
is far below the operating frequency of the valve. The effective moving mass (ml) is very
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small compared to the mass of the EMVD block (m2) so that the effect of valve dynamics
on the EMVD block dynamics is negligible. The spring (k1) is always compressed. In the
case where the spring resists the action of gravity on the EMVD block, as suggested in
Fig. 10.4 (a), the compression of the spring is greater than that caused by m2. The dc
component of excess spring force is balanced by an identical dc component at the
valve/valve-seat interface. The lash is adjusted since the equilibrium position of the valve
is determined by the position where the valve lands on the valve seat, regardless of wear,
temperature change, and manufacturing tolerances in the EMVD. Fig. 10.4 (b) shows a
simplified mathematical model of the adjuster. The variables Xl and X2 represent the
displacements of the effective moving mass and the EMVD block with respect to the
cylinder head, respectively. Note that the effective viscous friction, the effective force
source, the effective stiffness, and the effective moving mass in Fig. 10.4 (b) are
nonlinear in the NTF-based EMVD. The equation of motion for ml respect to the
displacement of m2 is the same as in (4.7)-(4.9).
The lash adjuster can alternatively be placed between the valve seat and the cylinder head
instead of between the EMVD block and the cylinder head, as shown in Fig. 10.5. The
valve seat is supported by the lash adjuster and floated relative to the cylinder head. This
configuration requires the implementation of a moving seal between the valve seat and
the cylinder head.
10.3 Optimization of an NTF to Minimize Motor Size
The motor must be small enough to fit the limited space available over the engine head.
The required peak motor torque, indicative of motor size, can be minimized by
optimizing the transformer modulus, since the peak motor torque depends on the
modulus.
Assume the torque and force balance equations in (4.7) and (4.8) hold. According to the
simulation result in Fig. 5.4, motor torque is maximum at approximately midstroke
because the reflected gas-force torque and the viscous friction torque are maximum there.
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In the middle of the stroke, the effective inertial torque and the effective spring torque are
small and cancel each other if the valve follows the reference input (i.e., follows the ideal
free-flight profile, as described in Chapter 5). Viscous friction is dominant near the
middle of the stroke, and is greater than the Coulomb friction because the spring force is
small in midstroke. The torque balance equation near the middle of the stroke becomes,
approximately:
r p = r· (Fgas + F/riC/ion 1 (l0.2)
where rp is the peak motor torque, r is the transformer modulus in the middle of the
stroke, and F gas and Fjriction are gas and friction forces in the middle of the stroke. For
intake valves, F gas is negligible, and for exhaust valves, at full engine speed and load,
near the middle of the stroke,
F gas ::::: constant. (l0.3)
Assume the friction force in the NTF, depending on its design as discussed in Chapter 4,
is negligible for simplicity. Then, Fjriction can be expressed as
(l0.4)
where bv and b represent viscous friction on the valve side and on the actuator side
respectively, and b/r2 is the reflected viscous friction of the motor, and Vmax is the
maximum velocity of the valve in the middle of the stroke. Suppose the EMVD meets the
transition time requirement and has constant moving mass and stiffness in the z domain.
Then,
(On =RJ = constant,
my +-2
r
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(l0.5)
EMVD block
Motor
Cylinder head
EMVD block
\
Cylinder head
Effective moving mass
/ mI(fJ)
Effective valve spring stiffness (k(fJ)),
effective viscous friction (be( fJ)), and
effective force source (Fe(fJ))
(b)
Fig. 10.4. (a) A lash adjuster for the proposed EMVD. (b) A simplified
mathematical model of the adjuster.
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EMVD block
Motor
Fig. 10.5. Alternative conceptual lash adjuster design for the proposed EMVD.
where J/r2 is also a constant. Since the proposed EMVD has a high quality factor, the
maximum kinetic energy is approximately equal to the maximum stored spring energy.
Therefore, Vmax is almost a constant, namely
1( J J 2 1 (LJ22 mv +72 vrnax ="2 k "2 = constant.
In other words,
Substituting (10.3), (10.4), and (10.7) into (10.2),
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(10.6)
(10.7)
1
T p =Co • r + c1-,
r
where the constants, Co = Fgas + b v • Vrnax , and c1 = b· Vrnax •
(l0.8)
Peak motor torque (Tp )
Minimum peak --.
motor torque
t
1\1otor torque to
conlpensate for all load
torque
1v1otor torque to
conlpensate for gas
force and fi'iction force
Transformer modulus (r)
Optimal modulus (gear ratio), ro
Fig. 10.6. Peak motor torque with respect to the modulus of an NTF.
Fig. 10.6 shows a representative of (l0.8) plotted with respect to r. As seen, there is an
optimal r, call it ro, which minimizes the peak motor torque (Tp) and hence the size of the
motor. The optimal gear ratio, ro, can be calculated as follows:
which satisfies
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(10.9)
1
ar a(ca ·r+c1-)
-p = r I =0.ar ar r=fo (10.10)
Note that smaller friction force (in either the z or () domains) and smaller gas force allow
lower peak motor torque. Intuitively, the contribution to torque from friction and gas
forces on the valve side increases as the transformer modulus increases. The contribution
to torque from friction force on the actuator side decreases as the transformer modulus
increases because the angular velocity of the rotor must be smaller with a larger modulus
to meet the transition time requirement, which is itself independent of modulus.
If the friction in the NTF is not negligible, that friction can be partitioned into two parts,
one proportional to velocity in the () domain, and one proportional to velocity in the z
domain. The two parts can be combined with the appropriate terms in (10.8), and the
method described here can be used to determine a new optimum roo
Once the minimum Tp and the optimal r are determined, J is determined using (10.5). Tp is
proportional to Dm2Lm, in other words,
(10.11)
where Dm and Lm are the diameter and length of the air gap of the motor, respectively,
and J is approximately proportional to Dm4Lm, in other words,
(10.12)
Rotor dimensions (Dm and Lm) are therefore determined from the minimum Tp and the
computedJ.
Given COn = 897 radls (corresponding to a 3.5 ms transition time) and L = 8x10-3 m for the
built apparatus, Vmax = 3.6 mls by (10.7). According to characterization of the built
apparatus, described in Chapter 9, bv = 6 kg Is, b = 8.4'10-4 kg-m2/s. Fig. 2.6 gives Fgas ,.....,
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100 N. Therefore, Co = 122 N, and CI = 3.0x10·3 N-m2, which results in ro = 5x10·3 m/rad,
the minimum Tp = 1.2 N-m. In conclusion, this optimization suggests that one can reduce
the Tp to less than half its value in the prototype system, J to 40% of its current value, and
r to about 60% of the nominal modulus of the constructed NTF. Practical reductions,
however, may depend on a range of other factors too, including loss limitations.
Since k = 1.12x105 N/m, m = 0.083 kg, obtained in Chapter 9, (10.5) gives J/r2 = 0.056
kg. For ro = 5x10·3, the inertia of the optimized motor, 10 = 1.4x10·6 kg-m2. For the
chosen motor, Dm = 6.86 cm and Lm = 8.74 cm, J = 3.5x10-6 kg-m2, and Tp = 3.4 N-m.
Therefore, using (10.11) and (10.12), a = 1.8x10·1O, ~ = 8.2x10·3• For the optimized
motor, since the minimum Tp = 1.2 N-m and 10 = 1.4x10·6 kg-m2, we can find the
dimensions for the optimized motor reference to the chosen motor, using (10.11) and
(10.12) in conjunction with the a and ~. The new Dm for the optimized motor is almost
the same as that of the chosen motor, and the new Lm is approximately a third of that of
the chosen motor. Different reference geometry information (Dm and Lm) of another stock
motor introduces another optimized motor geometry.
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11 Summary and Conclusions
11.1 Thesis Summary and Conclusions
To reduce the valve-holding current, existing electromechanical valve drive (EMVD)
designs use two normal-force actuators. Such actuators have uni-directional and non-
uniform force over a stroke and are not desirable from a servomechanical point of view.
Moreover, they have inherently large jerk at both ends of the stroke, and require large
actuator effort to achieve soft valve landings. To solve these problems, an innovative
EMVD incorporating a nonlinear mechanical transformer (NTF) has been proposed. The
NTF-based EMVD uses a shear-force actuator and requires zero holding current. In
addition, the nonlinear dynamics of the novel EMVD are both fast and smooth, and
naturally produce a near-zero seating velocity with small driving current. Moreover, it
allows overshoot of the actuator kinematics, which can improve the system response
speed. Therefore, this EMVD is capable of achieving fast and smooth valve kinematics
and a soft landing with low power consumption.
The EMVD was mathematically modeled and simulated to investigate its dynamic
behavior, and an experimental apparatus was designed and built to verify its operation
and performance. Experimental results showed that the prototype achieved a 3.5 ms valve
transition time, corresponding to an engine speed of 6000 rpm. Power consumption at
6000 rpm was approximately 140 W per intake valve, an already acceptable figure which
can be reduced by employing a conjugate disc cam.
11.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The following topics require further research:
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• Reduction of a motor size
The motor in the apparatus is not small enough to be placed on top of a production
cylinder head, but can be reduced by several strategies. The optimization of the
nominal transformer modulus can reduce the size of the motor, as mentioned in
Chapter 10. Furthermore, the intake valve actuator can be reduced because of the
smaller gas forces it must counteract. The quality factor of the current apparatus is not
very high, and employing a conjugate disc cam, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, can
improve the quality factor and further reduce the size of the motor. Finally, an
innovative motor cooling system can reduce the size of the motor further still.
• Design and implementation of devices
The lash adjuster and the variable-lift-control device, proposed in Chapter 10, should
be designed and implemented. Mathematical modeling of the devices is
straightforward, and the devices should be designed and implemented after
investigating their dynamic behaviors by simulation.
• Implementation of the apparatus in an engine
The prototype should be tested with a gas-force simulator to investigate the effects of
gas forces on EMVD dynamics before the apparatus is installed in an engine. A
cooling system should be designed and employed in the apparatus.
• Control
The limit of the motor drive current should be increased and tested before
implementing the advanced controllers described in Chapter 8. Tolerance of
overshoot in rotor kinematics introduces the possibility of employing open-loop
control instead of feedback control. The mathematical model of the apparatus is not
very precise, particular because of friction, and should be refined. Advanced system-
identification techniques, such as adaptive-parameter estimation, should be carried
out based on the refined mathematical model. Also, the employment of the lash
adjuster, variable-lift-control device, and gas-force simulator will introduce new
control issues. Measuring both motor voltage and current, we can estimate the rotor
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displacement even without a position sensor by integrating its angular velocity with
respect to time. Note that the performance of the feedback control system, based on
this position-sensorless control, is limited to the accuracy of the system model
parameters such as the terminal resistance, inductance, and torque constant of the
motor. Therefore, the employment of an on-line parameter estimation technique is
recommended for the position-sensorless control technique in practice.
• Refinement of the apparatus
For simplicity, a sinusoidal NTF characteristic in (7.1) was used in the apparatus. An
optimized function instead of the sinusoidal function could be considered. The
minimization of jerk during the transition, or the minimization of the peak motor
torque during the transition, given a nominal gear ration, can be a candidate
optimization index (functional). A more extended flat region in Fig. 4.5 allows more
overshoot in rotor kinematics. A U-shaped valve holder in Fig. 4.9 can make the line
contact between the roller and disk cam be parallel to the axis of the roller shaft and
will increase the quality factor of the apparatus and reduce the motor size further.
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Appendices
A Simulation programs and parameters
A.l Matlab simulation programs and parameters for Fig. 4.12.
% This is the Matlab code to investigate the effects of the current
% injection technique, resulting in Fig. 4.12.
% Run flat1.m with flatd1.m ( cfr3.m ( flat2.m with flatd2.m.
% flat1.m is the simulation program to get the time response of an
% EMVD with zero friction in case the current is injected at the
% start of the transition.
% cfr3.m is the program to select the first half of the transition
% from the result of the flat1.m.
% flat2.m is the simulation program to get the time response of an
% EMVD of (4.11) with zero friction in case the current is injected
% at the both ends of the stroke. The second current injection timing
% depends on the results of cfr3.m.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: flat1.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 3/8/2001
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 tt
h factor1 factor2 f 1 f 2
global bs bg m bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans time a 0 w 0 x 0
interval time c 2 c 1 c 0 pp pv inj time inj current
kp=O; kd=O; ki=O;
% fe1, fe2; external gas force values at fully closed and open
% positions, respectively.
fe 1=0; fe2=0;
% trans_time is a holding time.
trans time=3*10 A -3; interval_time=trans_time;
% tt is an arbitrary number to determine the simulation ending time.
tt=1.78447*10 A (-3);t1=tt*2;t2=t1+interval_time;
t3=t1*2+interval_time;t4=t1*2+2*interval_time;
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lift=8*10/\-3;
% -/+lift/2 represents valve fully closed/open, respectively.
factorl=0.999999; factor2=3.46;
% factor 1 and factor2 represent al and a2 in (7.1).
% 8mm on the valve side corresponds to
% pi*factorl/factor2 on the rotor side.
h=lift/2/sin(factorl*pi/2);
%to & tf: simulation time
to=O; tf=t4;
% Kt: torque constant; J: inertia on the actuator side;
% m: mass on the valve side; ksp: stiffness of valve springs
% b: viscous friction coeff on the actuator side
% ks: stiffness of valve seat; bs: viscous friction coeff of valve seat
% bg: viscous friction coeff on the valve side;
% bsp: viscous friction coeff of valve spring
Kt=7*10/\-2; J=5.9*10/\-6; m=0.083; ksp=I.12*10/\5; b=O;
ks=O; bs=O; bg=O; bsp=O;
% x 0=-lift/2 means the valve is initially fully closed.
x_0=-lift/2; xO=[x_O 0 0] ';
inj time=0.3*10/\-3; inj current=20;
options = odeset('MaxStep',5e-6);
[t,x]=ode45('flatdl', [to tf], xO, options);
% Plot control input (current) u=i(t).
u=[]; a=[]; f 11=[]; f_22=[]; c_22=[];
for i=I:length(t)
x r=O; v r=O;f t=O;
%u=[u;-kp*(x(i,I)-x_r)-kd*(x(i,2)-v_r)-ki*x(i,3)];
if (t(i)<=inj_time)
u=[u;inj current];
else
u=[u;O];
end
h=lift/2/sin(factorl*pi/2);
f_ll=[f_ll; (1- (x (i, 1) /h) /\2) /\ (-1/2) /h/factor2];
f_22=[f_22; (1-(x(i,I)/h)/\2)/\(-3/2)*x(i,I)/(h/\3)/factor2];
c 22=[c_22; (J*f 11 (i) /\2+m)];
if (x(i,I)<=(-lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f 11(i)/\2+bsp+bs)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-
ks* (x (i, 1) +lift/2) +Kt*u (i) *f_ll (i) ...
+f_t-J*f_22(i)*f 11(i)*x(i,2)/\2)];
elseif (x(i,1)<=(lift/2))
a=[a;l/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_l1(i)/\2+bsp)*x(i,2)-
ksp*x(i,l)+Kt*u(i)*f 11(i)+f t-J*f 22(i)*f_11(i)*x(i,2)/\2)];
else
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a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_11(i)A2+bsp+bs)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-ks*(x(i,l)-
lift/2)+Kt*u(i)*f_11(i)+ ...
f_t-J*f 22(i)*f 11(i)*x(i,2)A2)];
end
end
% x(l): valve position; x(2): valve velocity; u: motor current
figure
plot(t*10 A3,x(:,1)*10 A3,t*10 A3,x(:,2),t*10 A3,u/10,t*10A3,a/1000)
axis([O t4*10 A3 -30 30])
legend('valve displacement: X[mm] " 'valve velocity: V[m/s] " 'motor
current: i[10A] " 'acceleration: a[km/sec A2] ')
grid
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: flat2.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 3/8/2001
% FFVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 tt h
factor1 factor2 f 1 f 2 t cross
global bs bg m bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans time a 0 w 0 x 0 interval time c 2
c 1 c 0 pp pv inj_time inj current
kp=O; kd=O; ki=O;
fe1=0; fe2=O;
trans_time=3*10 A-3; interval_time=trans_time;
w_0=2*pi/trans_time; a 0=2*pi*lift/(trans_time)A2;
tt=t cross;
t1=tt*2; t2=t1+interval_time; t3=t1*2+interval time;
t4=t1*2+2*interval time;
lift=8*10 A-3;
factor1=0.999999; factor2=3.46;
h=lift/2/sin(factor1*pi/2);
to=O; tf=t4;
Kt=7*10 A-2; J=5.9*10 A-6; m=O.083;ksp=1.12*10 A5;
b=O; ks=O; bs=O; bg=O; bsp=0;r=(J/m)AO.5;
x 0=-lift/2; xO=[x 0 0 0]';
inj_time=0.3*10 A-3; inj current=20;
options = odeset('MaxStep',5e-6);
[t,x]=ode45('flatd2', [to tf], xO, options);
u=[]; a=[]; f 11=[]; f 22=[]; c_22=[];
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for i=l:length(t)
x_r=O; v_r=O; f t=O;
if (t(i)<=inj_time)
u=[u;inj_current];
elseif ((t(i»=(2*t cross-inj_time)) & (t(i)<=(t cross*2)))
u=[u;-inj_current];
else
u=[u;O];
end
h=lift/2/sin(factor1*pi/2);
f 11=[f 11; (1-(x(i,1)/h)"2)"(-1/2)/h/factor2];
f=22=[f=22; (1-(x(i,1)/h)"2)"(-3/2)*x(i,1)/(h"3)/factor2J;
c_22=[c_22; (J*f 11 (i) "2+m) J;
if (x(i,1)<=(-lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_11(i)"2+bsp+bs)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-
ks*(x(i,1)+lift/2)+Kt*u(i)*f_11(i) ...
+f_t-J*f_22(i)*f_11(i)*x(i,2)"2)J;
elseif (x(i,1)<=(lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_11(i)"2+bsp)*x(i,2)-
ksp*x(i,1)+Kt*u(i)*f_11(i)+f_t-J*f_22(i)*f_11(i)*x(i,2)"2)J;
else
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_11(i)"2+bsp+bs)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-ks*(x(i,l)-
lift/2)+Kt*u(i)*f_11(i)+ ...
f_t-J*f_22(i)*f_l1(i)*x(i,2)"2)J;
end
end
figure
plot(t*10"3,x(:,1)*10"3,t*10"3,x(:,2),t*10"3,u/10,t*10"3,a/1000)
axis([O t4*10"3 -10 10J)
grid
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: flatd1.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 3/8/2001
% FFVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
function xdot=flatd1(t,x)
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 tt h
factorl factor2 f 1 f 2
global bs bg m bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans_time a 0 w 0 interval time c 2 c 1
c_O pp pv inj_time inj current
x_r=O; v r=O; f t=O;
h=lift/2/sin(factor1*pi/2);
f_1=(1-(x(1)/h)"2)"(-1/2)/h/factor2;
f_2=(1-(x(1)/h)"2)"(-3/2)*x(1)/(h"3)/factor2;
c 2= (J*f 1 "2+m) ;
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xdot=zeros(3,1);
if (t<=inj_time)
i_t=inj current;
else
i _ t=O;
end
xdot(1)=x(2);
if (x(1)<=(-lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f_1 A2+bsp+bs)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-
ks*(x(1)+lift/2)+Kt*i_t*f_l+f_t-J*f_2*f_1*x(2)A2);
elseif (x(1)<=(lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f 1 A2+bsp)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)+Kt*i t*f l+f t-
J*f_2*f 1*x(2)A2);
else
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f 1 A2+bsp+bs)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-ks*(x(1)-
lift/2)+Kt*i t*f_l+f_t-J*f 2*f 1*x(2)A2);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: flatd2.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 3/8/2001
% FFVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
function xdot=flatd2(t,x)
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 tt h
factorl factor2 f 1 f 2 t cross
- - -
global bs bg m bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans_time a 0 w 0 interval time c 2 c 1
c 0 pp pv inj time inj current
x r=O; v r=O;f t=O;
- -
h=lift/2/sin(factor1*pi/2);
f_1=(1-(x(1)/h)A2)A(-1/2)/h/factor2;
f_2=(1-(x(1)/h)A2)A(-3/2)*x(1)/(h A3)/factor2;
c_2=(J*f 1 A2+m);
xdot=zeros(3,1);
if (t<=inj_time)
i_t=inj_current;
elseif ((t>=(2*t_cross-inj_time)) & (t<=(t cross*2)))
i_t=-inj current;
else
i t=O;
end
xdot(1)=x(2);
if (x(1)<=(-lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f_1 A2+bsp+bs)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-
ks*(x(1)+lift/2)+Kt*i_t*f_l+f t-J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2);
elseif (x(1)<=(lift/2))
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xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f 1 A2+bsp)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)+Kt*i t*f l+f t-
J*f_2*f 1*x(2)A2);
else
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f 1 A2+bsp+bs)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-ks*(x(1)-
lift/2)+Kt*i_t*f l+f t-J*f 2*f 1*x(2)A2);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: cfr3.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 3/8/2001
% FFVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
format long e
t_ffiodified=[]; y_position=[]; y_velocity=[]; y_acceleration=[];
for i=l:length(t)
if ((x(i,l»O))
t_cross=(t(i)+t(i-1) )/2;
break;
end
end
for i=l:length(t)
if (abs(x(i,1)-4*10 A(-3) )/(4*10 A(-3) )<0.00001)
i l=i;
t_1=t(i 1);
break;
end
end
t O=t 1/2;
for i=l: (i 1)
t_ffiodified=[t ffiodified;t(i));
y_position=[y_position;x(i,l)];
y_velocity=[y_velocity;x(i,2));
y_acceleration=[y_acceleration;a(i)] ;
end
% t 0 is transferred to tt in flat2.m.
p position=polyfit(t_modified,y_position,20);
p_velocity=polyfit(t_modified,y_velocity,19);
p_acceleration=polyfit(t_ffiodified,y_acceleration,18);
f_position=polyval(p_position,t_ffiodified);
f_velocity=polyval(p_velocity,t_ffiodified);
f acceleration=polyval(p acceleration,t_ffiodified);
pp=p_position; pv=p velocity; pa=p_acceleration;
figure
plot (t_ffiodified*10A3,y_position*10A3,t_ffiodified*10A3, f position*10A3)
grid -
figure
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plot (t_IDodified*10 A3,y_velocity,t_IDodified*10 A3, f_velocity)
grid
figure
plot (t_IDodified*lOA3,y_acceleration,t_IDodified*lOA3,f_acceleration)
grid
Table A.l. Parameters used for the simulations for Fig. 4.12.
Parameters Value
Inertia in motor side (J) 5.9'10-6 (kg_m1 )
Friction in motor side (b) o(kg-mLls)
Torque constant (KT) 0.07 (N-mlA)
Mass in the valve side (mv) 0.083 (kg)
Friction in the valve side (bv) o(kg/s)
Stiffness of springs (k) 1.12·10' (N/m)
Resistance (R) 0.890
Flatness ofNTF (al) in (7.1) 0.999999
Nominal transformer 3.46
characteristic of NTF (a2) in (7.1)
Valve lift (L) 8 (mm)
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A.2 Matlab simulation programs and parameters for Fig. 5.4.
% This is the Matlab code to investigate the dynamic behaviors of
% the proposed EMVD, resulting in Fig. 5.4.
% Run flatl.m with flatdl.m in A-I ( cfr3.m in A-I flat2.m with
% flatd2.m in A-I ( cfr4.m ( ncs.m with ncsd.m.
% cfr4.m is the program to find the curve-fitted position and velocity
% profiles during transition from the results of the flat2.m.
% This information is used for a reference input for ncs.m.
% ncs.m is the simulation program to get the time response of an
% EMVD of (4.11) with realistic parameters (see Table A-2)
% and a feedback controller.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: cfr4.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 1/31/2001
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
format long e
t_modified=[]; y_position=[]; y_velocity=[]; y_acceleration=[];
for i=l:length(t)
if (x (i, 1) >0)
t_cross=(t(i)+t(i-l) )/2;
break;
end
end
for i=l:length(t)
if (t(i»t_cross*2)
i l=i;
t_1=t(i 1);
break;
end
end
t O=t 1/2;
for i=l: (i 1)
t_modified=[t modified;t(i)];
y_position=[y_position;x(i,I)];
y_velocity=[y_velocity;x(i,2)];
y_acceleration=[y_acceleration;a(i)];
end
p_position=polyfit(t_modified,y_position,20);
p_velocity=polyfit(t_modified,y_velocity,19);
p_acceleration=polyfit(t_modified,y_acceleration,18);
f_position=polyval(p_position,t_modified);
f_velocity=polyval(p_velocity,t_modified);
f_acceleration=polyval(p_acceleration,t_modified);
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pp=p_position; pv=p_velocity; pa=p_acceleration;
figure
plot(t_modified*10A3,y_position*10A3,t_modified*10A3,f_position*10A3)
grid
figure
plot (t_modified*10 A3,y_velocity,t_modified*10 A3,f_velocity)
grid
figure
plot(t_modified*10 A3,y_acceleration,t_modified*10 A3,f acceleration)
grid
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: ncs.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 5/7/2001
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 tt h
factor1 factor2 f_1 f_2 bs bg m bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans_time
a 0 w 0 x 0 interval_time c_2 c 1 c 0 pp pv pa inj time t cross
inj current rO r1 r2 fO nyu T myu2 f2 res
%res: resistance of motor winding [ohm]
res=0.89;
% These are the parameters to consider the friction in the NTF.
% But, in this simulation, for simplicity, these are neglected.
%rO=radius of a cam
%r1=outer radius of a roller [cm]
%r2=inner radius of a roller [cm]
%T=diameter of a roller [mm]
%nyu=constant in a roller bearing
%fO=constant in a roller bearing
%f2=constant in a roller bearing for Coulomb friction, ~ 1
%myu2=friction coeff in Coulomb friction
rO=1.5; r1=0.15; r2=T/2/10; T=3;
nyu=0;fO=0;myu2=0;f2=0;
%kp, kd, and ki are gains.
kd=7*10 A3; kp=kd*1000; ki=kd*10 A5;
% fe1, fe2; external gas force values at fully closed and open
% positions, respectively.
fe1=250; fe2=50;
% tt is an arbitrary number to determine the simulation ending time.
trans_time=3*10 A-3;w_0=2*pi/trans time;a 0=2*pi*lift/(trans time)A2;
interval time=trans time;
- -
tt=t cross;
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tl=tt*2;
t2=tl+interval time;
t3=tl*2+interval time;
t4=tl*2+2*interval time;
% -/+lift/2 represents valve fully closed/open, respectively.
lift=8*10"'-3;
% factor 1 and factor2 represent al and a2 in (7.1).
% 8rnm on the valve side corresponds to
% pi*factorl/factor2 on the rotor side.
factorl=O.999999; factor2=3.46;
%to & tf: simulation time
to=O; tf=t4;
% Kt: torque constant; J: inertia on the actuator side;
% m: mass on the valve side; ksp: stiffness of valve springs
% b: viscous friction coeff on the actuator side
% ks: stiffness of valve seat; bs: viscous friction coeff of valve seat
% bg: viscous friction coeff on the valve side;
% bsp: viscous friction coeff of valve spring
Kt=7*10"'-2; J=5.9*10"'-6; m=O.083; ksp=1.12*10"'5; b=8.4*10"'-4;
ks=O; bs=O; bg=6; bsp=O; r=(J/m)"'O.5;
% x O=-lift/2 means the valve is initially fully closed.
x O=-lift/2;
h=lift/2/sin(factorl*pi/2);
f_ll_end=(1-(x_O/h)"'2)"'(-1/2)/h/factor2;
x_O_3=-ksp*x_O/(f_11 end*Kt*ki);
xO=[x 00 x 03]';
inj time=O.3*10"'-3; inj current=20;
options = odeset('MaxStep',le-5);
[t,x]=ode45('ncsd', [to tfJ, xO, options);
% Plot control input (current) u=i(t).
u= []; a= [ ]; ex= [ ]; evx= [ ] ;
f 11=[]; f 22=[]; c 22=[]; i_t jj=[];
omegall=[]; MOll=[]; Fsll=[]; a211=[]; Fnll=[]; Mlll=[]; Mll=[];
Tmll=[]; TmOll=[]; Tmlll=[]; powerll=[]; voltll=[]; voltrll=[];
for i=l:length(t)
if (t (i) <=t 1)
x r
=pp(l)*t(i) ."'20+pp(2)*t(i) ."'19+pp(3)*t(i) ."'18+pp(4)*t(i) ."'17+pp(5)*t(i).
'" 16+pp (6) *t (i) . '" 15 ...
+pp ( 7) * t (i) . '" 14 +pp ( 8 ) * t (i) . '" 13 +pp ( 9) * t (i) . '" 12 +pp (10) *t ( i) . '" 11 +pp ( 11 ) * t ( i
) . '" 1°+pp (12 ) * t (i) . '" 9 ...
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+pp (13) * t (i) . 1\ 8+pp (14 ) *t (i) . 1\ 7 +pp (15 ) * t (i) . 1\ 6+pp (16) * t (i) . 1\ 5 +pp (17) * t (i)
• 1\ 4+pp ( 18 ) * t (i) . 1\ 3 ...
+pp(19)*t(i) .1\2+pp(20)*t(i) .1\1+pp(21);
v r =
pv(l)*t(i) .1\19+pv(2)*t(i) .1\18+pv(3)*t(i) .1\17+pv(4)*t(i) .1\16+pv(5)*t(i).1\
15+pv(6)*t(i) .1\14 .••
+pv (7 ) *t ( i) . 1\ 13 +pv (8 ) * t (i) . 1\ 12 +pv ( 9) *t (i) . 1\ 11 +pv (10) *t (i) . 1\ 1 0+pv ( 11 ) * t ( i
) , 1\ 9 +pv (12 ) *t (i) . 1\ 8 , ..
+pv(13)*t(i) .1\7+pv(14)*t(i) .1\6+pv(15)*t(i) .1\5+pv(16)*t(i) .1\4
+pv (1 7) *t (i) .1\ 3+pv (18) *t (i) .1\2
+pv (19) * t (i) . 1\ 1+pv (20) ;
a r =
pa(l)*t(i) .1\18+pa(2)*t(i) .1\17+pa(3)*t(i) .1\16+pa(4)*t(i) .1\15+pa(5)*t(i) ,1\
14+pa (6) *t (i) .1\13 , .•
+pa (7 ) * t ( i) , 1\ 12 +pa (8 ) *t (i) , 1\ 11 +pa ( 9) *t (i) . 1\ 10+pa (10) * t ( i) . 1\ 9+pa (11 ) * t (i)
.1\8 +pa(12)*t(i) .1\7 ...
+pa(13)*t(i) .1\6+pa(14)*t(i) .1\5+pa(15)*t(i) ,1\4+pa(16)*t(i) .1\3
+pa (1 7) *t (i) .1\ 2+pa (18) *t (i) .1\1 •••
+pa(19) ;
f_t=-( (fe2-fe1)/t1*t(i) + fe1);
elseif (t(i)<=t2)
x_r=lift/2; v_r=O; a r=O; f_t=-(fe2);
elseif (t(i)<=t3)
x_r =-(pp(1)*(t(i)-t2) .1\20+pp(2)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\19+pp(3)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\18+pp(4)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\17+pp(5)*(t(i)-t2) .1\16+pp(6)*(t(i)-t2) .1\15
+pp(7)*(t(i)-t2) .1\14+pp(8)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\13+pp(9)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\12+pp(10)*(t(i)-t2) .1\11+pp(ll)*(t(i)-t2) .1\10 +pp(12)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\9 ...
+pp(13)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\8 +pp(14)*(t(i)-t2) .1\7 +pp(15)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\6+pp(16)*(t(i)-t2) .1\5+pp(17)*(t(i)-t2) .1\4 +pp(18)*(t(i)-t2) .1\3
+pp (19) * (t (i) -t2) ,1\2 +pp (20) * (t (i) -t2) .1\1 +pp (21) ) ;
v_r = -(pv(1)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\19+pv(2)*(t(i)-t2) .1\18+pv(3)*(t(i)-
t2) ,1\17+pv(4)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\16+pv(5)*(t(i)-t2) .1\15+pv(6)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\14
+pv(7)*(t(i)-t2) .1\13+pv(8)*(t(i)-t2) .1\12+pv(9)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\11+pv(10)*(t(i)-t2) .1\10+pv(11)*(t(i)-t2) .1\9 +pv(12)*(t(i)-t2) .1\8 •• ,
+pv(13)*(t(i)-t2) .1\7+pv(14)*(t(i)-t2) .1\6+pv(15)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\5+pv(16)*(t(i)-t2) .1\4 +pv(17)*(t(i)-t2) .1\3+pv(18)*(t(i)-t2) .1\2
+pv (19) * (t ( i ) - t 2) . 1\ 1 +pv (20) ) ;
a_r = -(pa(l)*(t(i)-t2) .1\18+pa(2)*(t(i)-t2) .1\17+pa(3)*(t(i)-
t2) .1\16+pa(4)*(t(i)-t2) .1\15+pa(5)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\14+pa(6)*(t(i)-t2) .1\13
+pa (7) * (t (i) -t2) . 1\12+pa (8) * (t (i) -t2) . 1\11+pa (9) * (t (i)-
t2) .1\10+pa (10) * (t (i) -t2) ,1\9+pa (11) * (t (i) -t2) .1\8 +pa (12) * (t (i) -t2) .1\7 ...
+pa (13) * (t (i) -t2) .1\6+pa (14) * (t (i) -t2) . 1\5+pa (15) * (t (i)-
t2) .1\4+pa(16)*(t(i)-t2) .1\3 +pa(17)*(t(i)-t2) ,1\2+pa(18)*(t(i)-t2) .1\1
+pa (19) ) ;
f t=-( (0-fe2)/(t3-t2)*(t(i)-t2) + fe2);
elseif (t(i)<=t4)
x_r=-lift/2; v_r=O; a r=O; f_t=O;
end
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if (t(i)<=inj_time)
i_t_jj=[i_t_jj;inj_currentJ;
elseif ((t(i»=(t1-inj_time)) & (t(i)<=t1))
i_t_jj=[i_t_jj;-inj_currentJ;
elseif ((t(i»=t2) & (t(i)<=(t2+inj_time)))
i_t_jj=[i_t_jj;-inj_currentJ;
elseif ((t(i»=(t3-inj_time)) & (t(i)<=t3))
i_t_jj=[i t jj;inj_currentJ;
else
i_t_jj=[i t jj;OJ;
end
if (t(i)<=t1)
kd=1.22*10 A4; kp=kd*6000; ki=O;
elseif (t(i)<=t2)
kd=1.22*10 A4; kp=kd*6000; ki=O;
elseif (t(i)<=t3)
kd=1.22*10 A4; kp=kd*6000; ki=O;
elseif (t(i)<=t4)
kd=1.22*10 A4; kp=kd*6000; ki=O;
end
ex=[ex;x_r-x(i,l)J;
evx=[evx;v_r-x(i,2)J;
h=lift/2/sin(factor1*pi/2) ;
if (abs(x(i,l) )<=(lift/2))
f_11= [f_11; (1- (x (i, 1) /h) A2) A(-1/2) /h/factor2J;
f_22=[f_22; (1-(x(i,1)/h)A2)A(-3/2)*x(i,1)/(hA3)/factor2J;
c_22= [c_22; (J*f_11 (i) A2+m) J;
else
f_11=[f_11; (1- (lift/2/h) A2) A(-1/2) /h/factor2J;
f_22=[f_22;OJ;
c_22=[c_22; (J*f_11(i)A2+m)J;
end
omega11=[omega11;abs( ((rO/r1*f 11(i) )A2+(1/r1*10 A2)A2)A(1/2)*x(i,2)*60)J
M011=[M011;fO*10A(-7)*(omega11(i)*nyu)A(2/3)*TA3+fO*10A(_
7)*(abs(f_11(i)*x(i,2)*60)*nyu)A(2/3)*6.0 A3J;
Fs11=[Fs11;ksp*x(i,1)J;
a211=[a211;1/rO/f_11(i)*10 A2J;
Fn11=[Fn11;abs(Fs11(i) )*(1+a211(i)A2)A(O.5)J;
M111=[M111;myu2*f2*T/2*Fn11(i)+myu2*f2*6.0/2*abs(ksp*x(i,l))J;
M11=[M11;M011(i)+M111(i)J;
Tm11=[Tm11;rO/r1*M11(i)*sign(x(i,2) )*10 A(-3)J;
Tm011=[Tm011;rO/r1*M011(i)*sign(x(i,2) )*10 A(-3)J;
Tm111=[Tm111;rO/r1*M111(i)*sign(x(i,2) )*10 A(-3)J;
if (((t(i)<=inj_time) I ((t(i»=(t1-inj_time)) & (t(i)<=t1)) I ((t(i»=t2) &
(t(i)<=(t2+inj_time))) I ((t(i»=(t3-inj_time)) & (t(i)<=t3))))
u=[u;i_t_jj (i)-577/3*6000*(x(i,1)-x_r)-577/3*(x(i,2)-v_r)-ki*x(i,3)J;
elseif (((t(i»t1)&(t(i)<t2)) I (t(i»t3))
u=[u;i_t_jj (i)+(-60*10 A3*6000*(x(i,1)-x_r)-60*10 A3*(x(i,2)-v_r)-
ki *x (i, 3) ) J ;
elseif (x(i,1)<=(-lift/2))
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u=[u;+c_22(i)/(f_ll(i)*Kt)*(a_r-l/c 22(i)*(-
(b*f 11(i) A2+bsp+bs+bg) *x(i,2) ...
-ksp*x(i,1)-ks*(x(i,1)+lift/2)+(-Tmll(i))*f 11(i)+f_t-
J*f_22(i)*f_ll(i)*x(i,2)A2) ...
-kp*(x(i,1)-x_r)-kd*(x(i,2)-v_r)-ki*x(i,3))] ;
elseif (x(i,1)<=(lift/2))
u=[u;+c_22(i)/(f_ll(i)*Kt)*(a r-l/c 22(i)*(-
(b*f 11 (i) A2+bsp+bg) *x (i, 2) ...
-ksp*x(i,1)+(-Tml1(i))*f 11(i)+f t-
J*f 22(i)*f_ll(i)*x(i,2)A2) ...
-kp*(x(i,1)-x_r)-kd*(x(i,2)-v_r)-ki*x(i,3) )];
elseif (x(i,1»(lift/2))
u=[u;+c_22(i)/(f_ll(i)*Kt)*(a r-l/c 22(i)*(-
(b*f 11(i)A2+bsp+bg)*x(i,2) ...
- -ksp*x(i,1)-ks*(x(i,1)-lift/2)+(-Tmll(i) )*f 11(i)+f t-
J*f 22(i)*f_ll(i)*x(i,2)A2) ...
-kp*(x(i,1)-x_r)-kd*(x(i,2)-v_r)-ki*x(i,3) )];
end
powerll=[powerll;u(i)A2*res+u(i)*Kt*f_ll(i)*x(i,2)];
voltll=[voltll;u(i)*res+Kt*f 11(i)*x(i,2)];
voltrll=[voltrll;u(i)*res];
if (x(i,1)<=(-lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f 11(i)A2+bsp+bs+bg)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-
ks*(x(i,1)+lift/2)+(Kt*u(i)-Tmll(i) )*f_l1(i) ...
+f_t-J*f_22(i)*f 11(i)*x(i,2)A2)];
elseif (x(i,1)<=(lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_ll(i)A2+bsp+bg)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)+(Kt*u(i)-
Tmll(i) )*f_ll(i)+f_t-J*f_22(i)*f 11(i)*x(i,2)A2)];
elseif (x(i,1»(lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_ll(i)A2+bsp+bg)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-
ks*(x(i,1)-lift/2)+(Kt*u(i)-Tmll(i) )*f_ll(i) ...
+f t-J*f_22(i)*f 11(i)*x(i,2)A2)];
else
a=[a;1/c_22(i)*(-(b*f_ll(i)A2+bsp+bs+bg)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,l)-
ks*(x(i,1)-lift/2)+(Kt*u(i)-Tmll(i))*f_ll(i)+ ...
f t-J*f_22(i)*f_ll(i)*x(i,2)A2)];
end
end
figure
plot(t*10 A3,x(:,1)*10A3,t*10 A3,x(:,2),t*10 A3,a/l000,t*10 A3,Kt*u)
axis([O t4*10 A3 -10 10])
grid
figure
plot(t*10 A3,u/l0,t*10 A3,voltll/l0,t*10 A3,powerll/l000)
axis([O t4*10 A3 -10 10])
grid
figure
plot(t*10 A3,ex*100000,t*10 A3,evx*100)
axis([O t4*10 A3 -2 2])
grid
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: ncsd.m
% by
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% Woo Sok Chang
% 5/7/2001
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
function xdot=ncsd{t,x)
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 tt h
factor1 factor2 f 1 f_2 bs bg m bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans time a 0
w_O interval_time c_2 c_1 c_O pp pv pa inj_time t cross
inj_current rO r1 r2 fO nyu T myu2 f2 res
if (t<=t1)
x r
=pp(1)*t. A20+pp{2)*t. A19+pp{3)*t. A18+pp{4)*t. A17+pp(5)*t. A16+pp(6)*t. A15
+pp(7)*t. A14+pp{8)*t. A13+pp(9)*t. A12+pp(10)*t. A11+pp(11)*t. A10+pp(12)*t.
A9 ...
+pp(19)*t. A2+pp(20)*t. A1+pp{21);
v r =
pv(1)*t. A19+pv{2)*t. A18+pv(3)*t. A17+pv(4)*t. A16+pv(5)*t. A15+pv(6)*t. A14
+pv(7)*t. A13+pv(8)*t. A12+pv(9)*t. A11+pv(10)*t. A10+pv(11)*t. A9
+pv(12)*t. A8 ...
+pv(13)*t. A7+pv(14)*t. A6+pv(15)*t. A5+pv(16)*t. A4
+pv(17)*t. A3+pv(18)*t. A2 ...
+pv(19)*t. A1+pv(20);
a r =
pa(1)*t. A18+pa(2)*t. A17+pa(3)*t. A16+pa(4)*t. A15+pa(5)*t. A14+pa(6)*t. A13
+pa(7)*t. A12+pa(8)*t. A11+pa(9)*t. A10+pa(10)*t. A9+pa(11)*t. A8
+pa(12)*t. A7 ...
+pa(13)*t. A6+pa(14)*t. A5+pa(15)*t. A4+pa(16)*t. A3
+pa(17)*t. A2+pa{18)*t. A1
+pa(19);
f t=-( (fe2-fe1)/t1*t + fe1);
elseif (t<=t2)
x r=lift/2; v r=O; a r=O; f_t=-(fe2);
elseif (t<=t3)
x_r =-(pp(1)*(t-t2) .A20+pp(2)*(t-t2) .A19+pp(3)*(t-t2) .A18+pp(4)*(t-
t2) .A17+pp(5)*(t-t2) .A16+pp(6)*(t-t2) .A15 ...
+pp(7)*(t-t2) .A14+pp(8)*(t-t2) .A13+pp(9)*(t-t2) .A12+pp(10)*(t-
t2) .A11+pp(11)*(t-t2) .A10 +pp(12)*(t-t2) .A9 ...
+pp(13)*(t-t2) .A8 +pp(14)*(t-t2) .A7 +pp(15)*(t-t2) .A6+pp(16)*(t-
t2) .A5+pp(17)*(t-t2) .A4 +pp(18)*(t-t2) .A3 ...
+pp (19) * (t - t 2) . A2 +pp (20) * (t - t 2) . A1 +pp (21) ) ;
v_r = -(pv(1)*{t-t2) .A19+pv(2)*(t-t2) .A18+pv(3)*(t-t2) .A17+pv(4)*(t-
t2) .A16+pv(5)*{t-t2) .A15+pv(6)*(t-t2) .A14 ...
+pv(7)*{t-t2) .A13+pv(8)*(t-t2) .A12+pv(9)*(t-t2) .A11+pv(10)*(t-
t2) .A10+pv(11)*(t-t2) .A9 +pv(12)*(t-t2) .A8 ...
+pv(13) * (t-t2) .A7+pv(14) * (t-t2) .A6+pv(15) * (t-t2) .A5+pv(16) * (t-
t2) .A4 +pv(17)*(t-t2) .A3+pv(18)*(t-t2) .A2 ...
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+pv(19)*(t-t2) .AI +pv(20));
a_r = -(pa(I)*(t-t2) .AI8+pa(2)*(t-t2) .AI7+pa(3)*(t-t2) .AI6+pa(4)*(t-
t2) .AI5+pa(5)*(t-t2) .AI4+pa(6)*(t-t2) .A13 ...
+pa(7)*(t-t2) .AI2+pa(8)*(t-t2) .AII+pa (9)*(t-t2) .AIO+pa(IO)*(t-
t2) .A9+pa(II)*(t-t2) .A8 +pa(12)*(t-t2) .A7 ...
+pa(13)*(t-t2) .A6+pa(14)*(t-t2) .A5+pa(15)*(t-t2) .A4+pa(16)*(t-
t2) .A3 +pa(17)*(t-t2) .A2+pa(18)*(t-t2) .AI
+pa(19));
f t=-( (0-fe2)/(t3-t2)*(t-t2) + fe2);
elseif (t<=t4)
x r=-lift/2; v r=O; a r=O; f t=O;
end
if (abs(x(l) )<=(lift/2))
f_I=(I-(x(I)/h)A2)A(-1/2)/h/factor2;
f_2=(I-(x(I)/h)A2)A(-3/2)*x(I)/(h A3)/factor2;
c_2=(J*f_I A2+rn) ;
else
f_I=(I-(lift/2/h)A2)A(-1/2)/h/factor2;
f 2=0;
c_2=(J*f_I A2+rn) ;
end
xdot=zeros(3,1);
if (t<=inj_tirne)
i_t_j=inj_current;
elseif ((t>=(tl-inj_tirne)) & (t<=tl))
i_t_j=-inj_current;
elseif ((t>=t2) & (t<=(t2+inj_tirne)))
i_t_j=-inj_current;
elseif ((t>=(t3-inj_tirne)) & (t<=t3))
i_t_j=inj_current;
else
i_t_j=O;
end
if (t<=tl)
kd=I.22*IOA4; kp=kd*6000; ki=kd*IOA6; ki=O;
elseif (t<=t2)
kd=I.22*IOA4; kp=kd*6000; ki=kd*IOA6; ki=O;
elseif (t<=t3)
kd=I.22*IOA4; kp=kd*6000; ki=kd*IOA6; ki=O;
elseif (t<=t4)
kd=I.22*IOA4; kp=kd*6000; ki=kd*IOA6; ki=O;
end
omega=abs( ((rO/rl*f_I)A2+(I/rl*IOA2)A2)A(I/2)*x(2)*60);
MO=fO*lO A(-7)*(omega*nyu)A(2/3)*T A3+fO*lO A(-
7)*(abs(f_l*x(2)*60)*nyu)A(2/3)*6.0 A3;
Fs=ksp*x(I);
a2=I/rO/f 1*IOA2;
Fn=abs(Fs)*(I+a2 A2)A(0.5);
MI=rnyu2*f2*T/2*Fn+rnyu2*f2*6.0/2*abs(ksp*x(l) );
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M=MO+Ml;
Tm=rO/rl*M*sign(x(2) )*lOA(-3);
if (( (t<=inj_time) I ((t>= (tl-inj_time)) & (t<=tl)) I ((t>=t2) &
(t<=(t2+inj time))) I ((t>=(t3-inj time)) & (t<=t3))))
i_t=i_t_J+(-577/3*6000*(x(1)-x_r)-577/3*(x(2)-v_r)-ki*x(3));
elseif (( (t>tl) & (t<t2)) I (t>t3))
i_t=i_t_j+(-60*lOA3*6000*(x(1)-x_r)-60*lOA3*(x(2)-v_r) -ki*x(3));
elseif (x(1)<=(-lift/2))
i_t=+c_2/(f_l*Kt) * (a_r-l/c_2* (-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bs+bg)*x(2 )-ksp*x(l)-
ks*(x(1)+lift/2)+(-Tm)*f_l+f_t-J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2) ...
-kp*(x(1)-x_r)-kd*(x(2)-v_r)-ki*x(3) );
elseif (x(1)<=(lift/2))
i_t=+c_2/(f_l*Kt)*(a_r-l/c_2*(-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bg)*x(2)-ksp*x(l)+(-
Tm)*f 1+f_t-J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2) ...
-kp*(x(1)-x_r)-kd*(x(2)-v_r)-ki*x(3) );
elseif (x(1»(lift/2))
i_t=+c_2/(f_l*Kt)*(a r-l/c_2*(-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bg)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-
ks*(x(1)-lift/2)+(-Tm)*f_l+f_t-J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2) ...
-kp*(x(1)-x_r)-kd*(x(2)-v_r)-ki*x(3));
end
xdot(1)=x(2);
if (x(1)<=(-lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bs+bg)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-
ks*(x(1)+lift/2)+(Kt*i_t-Tm)*f_l+f_t-J*f 2*f_l*x(2)A2);
elseif (x(1)<=(lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bg)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)+(Kt*i t-Tm)*f_l+f_t-
J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2);
elseif (x(1»(lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bg)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-ks*(x(1 )-
lift/2)+(Kt*i_t-Tm)*f_l+f_t-J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2);
else
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b*f_l A2+bsp+bs+bg)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-ks*(x(l)-
lift/2)+(Kt*i_t-Tm)*f 1+f_t-J*f_2*f_l*x(2)A2);
end
xdot(3)=-(x_r-x(1) );
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Table A.2. Parameters used for the simulations for Fig. 5.4.
Parameters Value
Inertia in motor side (J) 5.9'10-6 (kg_m1)
Friction in motor side (b) 8.4'10-4 (kg-m1/s)
Torque constant (KT) 0.07 (N-m/A)
Mass in the valve side (my) 0.083 (kg)
Friction in the valve side (by) 6 (kg/s)
Stiffness of springs (k) 1.12'105 (N/m)
Resistance (R) 0.890
Flatness ofNTF (al) in (7.1) 0.999999
Nominal transformer 3.46
characteristic of NTF (a2) in (7.1)
Valve lift (L) 8 (mm)
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A.3 Matlab simulation programs and parameters for Fig. 5.5.
% This is the Matlab code to investigate the dynamic behaviors of
% an EMVD incorporating a linear transformer and a rotary motor,
% with realistic parameters (see Table A.3) resulting in Fig. 5.5.
% Run new2.m with newd2.m (a differential equation solver).
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: new2.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 1/19/2000
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 bs bg m
bsp ksp fe1 fe2 trans time a 0 w 0 x 0 interval time c 2 c 1 c 0
%kp, kd, ki are P, 0, and I gains of PID controller
kp=2.5*10 A6; kd=1000; ki=4*10 A9;
% fe1, fe2; external gas force values at fully closed and open
% positions, respectively.
fe1=250; fe2=50;
trans time=3*10 A-3; w_0=2*pi/trans time; a 0=2*pi*lift/(trans_time)A2;
interval time=trans time;
t1=trans time;t2=trans time+interval time;
- -
t3=2*trans_time+interval_time; t4=2*trans_time+2*interval time;
t5=3*trans_time+2*interval_time; t6=3*trans time+3*interval time;
t7=4*trans time+3*interval time;
% -/+lift/2 represents valve fully closed/open, respectively.
lift=8*10 A-3;
%to & tf: simulation time
to=O; tf=t4;
% Kt: torque constant; J: inertia on the actuator side;
% b: viscous friction coeff on the actuator side
% ks: stiffness of valve seat; bs: viscous friction coeff of valve seat
% m: valve mass; bg: viscous friction coeff on the valve side;
% bsp: viscous friction coeff of valve spring
%ksp=spring constant of valve spring
Kt=6.73*10 A-2; J=1.1*10 A-5; b=1.16*10 A-5;ks=10 A8; bs=407;
m=O.l; bg=O; bsp=O;
% r: modulus of mechanical transformer
% (angular vel.=linear vel./r; torque=force*r
r=(J/m)AO.5; ksp=(J/r A2+m)*(pi/trans time)A2;
% x 0=-lift/2 means the valve is initially fully closed.
x_0=-lift/2;
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x3 O=-ksp*x O*r/(Kt*ki); xO=[x_O ° x3 0] ';
[t,x]=ode45('newd2', [to tf], xO);
% Plot control input (current) u=i(t) as well.
u= []; a= [] ;
for i=l:length(t)
if (t (i) <=t1)
x_r=-lift/2+a_O/w_O*t(i)-a_O/(w_O A2)*sin(w O*t(i));
v_r=a_O/w_O-a_O/w_O*cos(w_O*t(i));
f_t=-( (fe2-fe1)/t1*t(i) + fe1);
elseif (t(i)<=t2)
x r=lift/2;
v r=O;
f_t=-(fe2);
elseif (t(i)<=t3)
x_r=lift/2-a_O/w_O*(t(i)-t2)+a_O/(w_O A2)*sin(w 0*(t(i)-t2));
v_r=-a_O/w_O+a_O/w_O*cos(w_0*(t(i)-t2) );
f_t=-( (0-fe2)/(t3-t2)*(t(i)-t2) + fe2);
elseif (t(i)<=t4)
x r=-lift/2;
v r=O;
f t=O;
end
u=[u;-kp*(x(i,l)-x r)-kd*(x(i,2)-v_r)-ki*x(i,3)];
if (x(i,1)<=(-lift/2))
a=[a;1/c_2*(-(b/r A2+bsp+bs)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)-
ks*(x(i,1)+lift/2)+Kt*u(i)/r+f_t)];
else
a=[a;l/c 2*(-(b/r A2+bsp)*x(i,2)-ksp*x(i,1)+Kt*u(i)/r+f t)];
end
end
% x(l): valve position; x(2): valve velocity; u: motor current
figure
plot(t*10 A3,x(:,1)*10 A3,t*10 A3,x(:,2),t*10 A3,u/100,t*1OA3,a/1000)
%legend('valve displacement: X[mm]', 'valve velocity: V[m/s] I, 'motor
current: i[100A]', 'acceleration: a[1000m/sec A2')
axis([O t4*10 A3 -10 10])
grid
%title('Time response of an electromechanical engine valve')
%xlabel('time[msec] ')
%ylabel('X[mm], V[m/s], i[100A], a[1000m/sec A2] ')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: newd2.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 1/19/2000
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
function xdot=newd2(t,x)
global kp kd ki lift R L Kt J b r kv ks t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 bs bg m
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bsp ksp fel fe2 trans time a ° w ° interval time c 2 c 1 c °
if (t<=tl)
x_r=-lift/2+a_O/w_O*t-a_O/(w_O A 2)*sin(w_O*t);
v_r=a_O/w_O-a_O/w_O*cos(w_O*t);
f_t=-( (fe2-fel)/tl*t + fel);
elseif (t<=t2)
x_r=lift/2; v_r=O; f_t=-(fe2);
elseif (t<=t3)
x_r=lift/2-a_O/w_O*(t-t2)+a_O/(w_O A 2)*sin(w_O*(t-t2)) ;
v_r=-a_O/w_O+a_O/w_O*cos (w_O* (t-t2) );
f_t=-( (O-fe2)/(t3-t2)*(t-t2) + fe2);
elseif (t<=t4)
x r=-lift/2; v r=O; f t=O;
end
c_ 2 = ( J / r A 2 +rn) ;
xdot=zeros(3,1);
% x(l)=valve position; x(2)=valve velocity;
% x(3)=integration of valve position error
% i_t=control input (current source) to plant; PID controller
i_t=(-kp*(x(l)-x r)-kd*(x(2)-v_r)-ki*x(3));
xdot(1)=x(2) ;
if (x(1)<=(-lift/2))
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b/r A 2+bsp+bs)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)-
ks*(x(1)+lift/2)+Kt*i_t/r+f_t);
else
xdot(2)=1/c_2*(-(b/r A 2+bsp)*x(2)-ksp*x(1)+Kt*i t/r+f_t);
end
xdot(3)=x(1)-x_r;
Table A.3. Parameters used for the simulations for Fig. 5.5.
Parameters Value
Inertia in motor side (J) 1.1,1 O-~ (kg-mL)
Friction in motor side (b) 1.16'10-5 (kg-ml/s)
Torque constant (KT) 0.0673 (N-m/A)
Mass in the valve side (mv) 0.1 (kg)
Friction in the valve side (bv) o(kg/s)
Transformer modulus (r) (J/mv)u.~ = 1.05·10-L (m/rad)
Transition time (to) 3·10·J (s)
Stiffness of springs (k) (J/r2+mv) . (n/to)2
= 2.2,105 (N/m)
Valve lift (L) 8 (mm)
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A.4 Matlab program for Fig. 7.4.
% This is the program to generate surface profiles of a disk cam
% (Fig. 7.4).
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% file name: ntf.m
% by
% Woo Sok Chang
% 4/1/2002
% EMVD project in LEES, EECS, MIT
% for a disk cam
h 0=16*10 A -3; r 0=4*10 A -3; lift=8*10 A -3;
theta_min=-26*pi/180; theta_max=26*pi/180;
theta=theta min:0.01:theta max;
- -
g_theta=lift/2*sin(3.46*theta); dg theta=lift/2*3.46*cos(3.46*theta);
x_O=-(sin(theta)) .*(g_theta-h_O); y_O=(cos(theta)) .*(g_theta-h 0);
d_x=-(cos(theta)) .*g_theta-(sin(theta)) .*dg_theta+h_O*cos(theta);
d_y=-(sin(theta)) .*g theta+(cos(theta)) .*dg theta+h_O*sin(theta);
if (atan(d_y./d_x)<O)
x_1=x_0+r_0*cos(pi/2-atan(d_y./d x));
y_1=y_0+r_0*sin(pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x) );
x_2=x_0+r_0*cos(-pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x));
y_2=y_0+r 0*sin(-pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x));
else
x_1=x_0+r_0*cos(pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x) );
y_1=y_0+r_O*sin(pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x) );
x_2=x_O+r_O*cos(-pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x) );
y_2=y_O+r O*sin(-pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x));
end
figure
plot(x 1,y_1, 'r' ,x_O,y_O, 'g' ,x_2,y 2, 'b')
axis([-0.0182,O.0182,-O.03,O.O] )
grid
% for TK's elevated disk cam
h_0=-16*10 A -3; r_O=4*10 A -3; lift=8*10 A -3;
theta_min=-26*pi/180;
theta_max=26*pi/180;
theta=theta min:O.01:theta_max;
9 theta=lift/2*sin(3.46*theta); dg theta=lift/2*3.46*cos(3.46*theta);
d_x=-(cos(theta)) .*g_theta-(sin(theta)) .*dg_theta+h O*cos(theta);
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d_y=-(sin(theta)) .*g_theta+(cos(theta)) .*dg_theta+h_O*sin(theta);
if (atan(d_y./d_x)<O)
x_l=x_O+r_O*cos(pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x)) ;
y_l=y_O+r_O*sin(pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x)) ;
x_2=x_O+r_O*cos(-pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x)) ;
y_2=y_O+r O*sin(-pi/2-atan(d_y./d_x));
else
x_l=x_O+r_O*cos(pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x));
y_l=y_O+r_O*sin(pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x));
x_2=x_O+r_O*cos(-pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x) );
y_2=y_O+r_O*sin(-pi/2+atan(d_y./d_x) );
end
figure
plot(x l,y_l, 'r' ,x_O,y_O, 'g' ,x_2,y 2, 'b')
axi s ( [-°.0182, °.0182, °.0, °.03] )
grid
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B Motor drive circuit [41]
~.~:' ..•...,."",.::.•.......,
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C Mechanical drawings
I designed the mechanical components and subsystems of the EMVD apparatus in 2-D
and 3-D, and determined the geometric specifications including tolerances. Based on the
2-D and 3-D designs, Tushar Parlikar prepared the following drawings using the
SolidWorks™, which were useful to confirm the designs.
C.I Motor mount (front)
C.2 Motor mount (back)
C.3 Column I
C.4 Column II
C.5 Disk cam
C.6 Bearing housing
C.7 Bearing housing holder
C.8 Top plate
C.9 Bottom plate
C.IO Valve holder
C.II Spring divider
C.12 Valve seat
C.13 Table
C.14 3-D view of the experimental apparatus
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C.14. 3-D view of the experimental apparatus.
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